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SUMMARY
In this thesis, we investigate practical methods to move people and goods effectively
on the road network. In the first part of this thesis, we focus on route guidance for the
movement of people while in the second part we focus on the movement of goods by
investigating the two main aspects of service network design: flow and resource planning.
In Chapter 2, we introduce a centralized proactive route guidance approach motivated
by the anticipated introduction of autonomous vehicles which, with full adoption, can cre-
ate an environment in which a specific origin-destination path can be assigned to each
self-driving vehicle and the vehicle follows the assigned path. Our approach integrates a
system perspective, i.e., minimizing congestion, and a user perspective, i.e., minimizing
inconvenience. As a design choice, we only solve linear program which is more likely to
scale well and be of practical use. The linear structure of our models allows us to derive
theoretical properties. In particular, we show that for the problem of minimizing maxi-
mum arc utilization,which is used as a measure of congestion in a road network, results
analogous to those well-known for the maximum flow problem, e.g., the max flow-min cut
theorem, can be derived.
In Chapter 3, we focus on cost-effective routing of commodities on a line-haul network
from its origin to its destination while meeting tight service requirements, satisfying op-
erational constraints and minimizing transportation costs. We introduce a marginal cost
path-based greedy heuristic that works with a partially time-expanded network to solve
large scale real-life instances found in practice. Our approach involves two consolidation
improvement heuristics and novel use of iterative refinement within the greedy heuristic to
obtain a continuous-time feasible service network design.
In Chapter 4, we analyze the value of outsourcing transportation for different negotiated
prices with contractors and, while doing so, explicitly account for driver considerations. We
introduce a depth-first search algorithm to generate a set of time-feasible cycles of chosen
xii
length in terms of the number of dispatches that covers a set of planned dispatches in a
given load plan, where dispatches can be connected by empty travel. When generating
cycles, we respect the company specific rules and hours-of-service regulations that ensure
road safety and prevent fatigue related accidents. We solve an integer programming model
that identifies a subset of company cycles (and contractor cycles and one-way moves if
the outsourcing option is available) that maximizes the cost savings over the (unrealistic)
scenario in which company drivers perform a one-way move and return empty. When a
company only performs out-and-back cycles, as is current practice at SF Express, one of
the largest Chinese small parcel carriers, we efficiently choose the set of cycles by solving




The physical movement of people and goods from one place to another may seem to be
one of the more mundane activities and one that can be taken for granted in our daily life.
However, a slow-down or interruption in any of these movements can have a cascading
negative impact on economic activities and social life.
One of the main causes of a slow-downs, or even interruptions, of movements is con-
gestion on the road network which occurs when the existing road infrastructure falls short
to serve the traffic load. Especially in urban areas, rush-hour traffic and the resulting delays
and slow-downs are common due to high volume of people commuting around the same
hours of the day to start and end their work shifts. Combined with high traffic load, the
lack of communication and coordination among drivers exacerbate the negative impacts of
the congestion on people, businesses and environment. The 2019 Urban Mobility Report
shows that, in 2017, the average auto commuter in the U.S. spent an extra 54 hours travel-
ling and wasted 21 gallons of fuel due to congestion [1]. According to the same report, the
congestion cost of extra time and fuel in 494 U.S. urban areas was $179 billion of which
11% ($20 billion) was related to truck operations.
In addition to the traffic conditions, the effective movement of goods over long dis-
tances heavily depends on i) linking full truckload movements by short empty movements
and ii) identifying consolidation opportunities for less-than truckload movements. The
ongoing pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), which, as of May 2020, in-
fected more than 3 million people worldwide [2] stressed the importance of innovative and
efficient transportation and logistics activities to ensure fast, safe and reliable movement
of goods both in normal and unprecedented times. To prevent the spread of the disease,
many local authorities/governments worldwide have suspended public transit operations
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and have issued domestic and international travel restrictions. Thus, people started to rely
more on online shopping for safe and timely delivery of essential food, goods and medical
supplies. The role played by e-commerce providers and express parcel delivery services
became more critical than ever. For instance, express parcel delivery company SF Express
provided the delivery of essential supplies to Wuhan, the epicenter of the global outbreak
[3]. To minimize human contact, JD Logistics, one of the largest e-commerce providers
in China, has deployed its autonomous ground robots and drones for last-mile delivery of
supplies to residents and hospitals in Wuhan [4].
In this thesis, we investigate practical methods to move people and goods effectively
over a road network with the goal of scalability and realistic representation of real-life
constraints, which are imperative in real-world settings. In the first part of this thesis, we
focus on route guidance for the movement of people while in the second part we focus on
the movement of goods by investigating the two main aspects of service network design:
flow and resource planning for one of the largest Chinese small parcel carriers, SF Express.
In Chapter 2, we introduce a centralized proactive route guidance approach motivated
by the anticipated introduction of autonomous vehicles which, with full adoption, can cre-
ate an environment in which a specific origin-destination path can be assigned to each
self-driving vehicle and in which that vehicle will follow the assigned path. The goal is to
reduce or avoid congestion in the road network without causing an excessive increase in
the length (or duration) of the paths traveled by individuals, when compared to the short-
est (least-duration) paths between their origin and destination. Given a maximum level of
travel inconvenience, the approach obtains a system-optimal distribution of traffic using a
hierarchical approach. First, a linear programming model is used to minimize the maximum
level of congestion which is measured by the arc utilization, i.e. the ratio of the number
of vehicles entering an arc per unit time and its capacity. Second, for a given minimum
maximum level of congestion, another linear programming model is used to minimize the
weighted average experienced travel inconvenience subject to the constraint that the max-
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imum congestion does not exceed the minimum possible value computed using the first
model. Our extensive computational study shows that, in many settings, relatively small
values of maximum level of travel inconvenience can lead to congestion avoidance.
In Chapter 3, we focus on cost-effective routing of commodities in a line-haul network
from their origins to their destinations while meeting tight service requirements, satisfying
operational constraints and minimizing transportation costs. We introduce a marginal cost
path-based greedy heuristic that works with a partially time-expanded network to solve
large scale real-life instances found in practice. Our approach involves two consolida-
tion improvement heuristics and a iterative refinement heuristic algorithm inspired by [5],
which iteratively eliminates infeasibilities introduced by the discretization of time and the
representation of the timing of events. The output is a load plan which specifies the vehi-
cle dispatches between terminals and the origin-destination route for each commodity (in
terms of vehicle dispatches from each visited terminal).
In Chapter 4, we look into identifying time-feasible driver schedules to execute a load
plan, i.e., the set of planned vehicle dispatches, so as to minimize the total transportation
and operational costs (e.g. layover cost within driver routes) while respecting hours-of-
service regulations and company rules. In addition to company operations, we consider the
option of outsourcing transportation and assess its benefits for different price points. Our
study can inform both long and short term resource planning decisions, especially in the
presence of outsourcing options.
1.1 Contributions
Unlike previous studies in traffic assignment, which tend to focus on either the user or the
system equilibrium, our approach integrates a system perspective, i.e., minimizing con-
gestion, and a user perspective, i.e., minimizing inconvenience. The approach focuses
on reducing, ideally avoiding, congestion while minimizing the experienced travel incon-
venience. In addition, our design choice of only solving linear programs has significant
3
computational advantages over previously proposed approaches and is more likely to scale
well and be of practical use. The linear structure of our models also allows us to derive
theoretical properties. In particular, we show that for the problem of minimizing maximum
arc utilization, results analogous to those well-known for the maximum flow problem, e.g.,
the max flow-min cut theorem, can be derived. We note that the study in Chapter 2 is
joint work with a group of researchers at the University of Brescia, who were primarily
responsible for the computational aspects of the research.
In Chapter 3, we introduce a marginal cost path-based greedy heuristic for the solution
of large-scale instances of the service network design problem, i.e., the routing of freight
from its origin to its destination while minimizing total transportation costs in the trans-
portation (line-haul) network. We also introduce the novel use of iterative time refinement
within the greedy heuristic to obtain a continuous-time feasible solution of the service net-
work design problem. Our algorithmic design choices are motivated by the need/desire
to solve real-world instances for which it is impossible to rely on integer programming
approaches (even with the most advances, fastest commercial solvers). In addition to its
speed, the approach also allows the incorporation of many real-world complexities, which
is necessary if optimization technology is to be used in practice.
To best of our knowledge, there are few, if any, studies in the literature that address
driver considerations and outsourcing opportunities in service network design, even though
these are critically important in real-world settings. Inspired by the operations of SF Ex-
press, we analyze the value of outsourcing transportation for different negotiated prices
with contractors and, while doing so, explicitly account for driver considerations. We in-
troduce a depth-first search algorithm to generate a set of time-feasible cycles of chosen
length in terms of the number of dispatches that covers a set of planned dispatches in a
given load plan, where dispatches can be connected by empty travel. When generating
cycles, we respect the company specific rules and hours-of-service regulations that ensure
road safety and prevent fatigue related accidents. We solve an integer programming model
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that identifies a subset of company cycles (and contractor cycles and one-way moves if the
outsourcing option is available) that maximizes the cost savings over the (unrealistic) sce-
nario in which company drivers perform one-way moves and return empty. When a com-
pany only performs out-and-back cycles, as is current practice at SF Express, we efficiently
choose the set of cycles by solving bipartite matching problem for each out-and-back lane
pair separately.
Both in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, extensive computational studies demonstrate the need
and benefit of incorporating realistic aspects of service network design and demonstrate the
value of algorithmic choices in terms of both solution quality and speed.
Remark
In addition to the research presented in this dissertation, during my Ph.D. studies, I have
also worked with Prof Pinar Keskinocak from the School of Industrial and Systems En-
gineering at Georgia Institute of Technology on two health-care related projects which
resulted in two papers. In [6], we assessed the implementation of gait evaluation in neu-
rological clinics with the goal of understanding the the relationship between gait and cog-
nitive health outcomes over a 21-month period with more than 500 patients. In [7], we
conducted a retrospective analysis using data from the TONIC trail ([8]) to validate ala-
nine aminotransferase (ALT), a monitoring biomarker for change in liver histology. Our
results suggest that ALT as a valid monitoring biomarker of histologic change over time in
children with nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) and fibrosis.
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CHAPTER 2
PROACTIVE ROUTE GUIDANCE TO AVOID CONGESTION
2.1 Introduction
The fraction of the population living in urban areas continues to grow. As a consequence,
traffic in urban areas is increasing and the inability to significantly increase road network
infrastructure is making the issue of traffic control and coordination more and more rele-
vant and pressing. Congestion is a common phenomenon experienced in cities and towns
around the world, and causes delays, stress, and pollution. The negative impact of con-
gestion on the economy, the society, the environment, and on people’s health is enormous.
Government, industry, and private citizens are all interested in ways to reduce the negative
externalities of transportation. Technology has always been an integral part of attempts
to alleviate congestion, but recent and anticipated technological and automotive advances
offer enormous and exciting new opportunities.
Traditionally, traffic information has been communicated to drivers via radio or by
means of Variable Message Signs. The drawback of these systems is that the informa-
tion being communicated is the same for all drivers and, as such, has only limited value in
globally coordinating traffic. The most common modern in-vehicle device aimed at helping
drivers guide a vehicle in a road network is a car navigation system based on a digitalized
road network map and a global positioning system (GPS) aerial. The GPS aerial allows
the vehicle to be localized on the map, and embedded optimization software allows the
selection of the best route to the destination. Based on the available information on the
status of the road network, the navigation system may provide an optimal route to the des-
tination with respect to the user’s preference, which can be the shortest path in terms of
distance or travel time, or the least expensive path in terms of fuel consumption or, even,
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emissions produced. Challenges (and frustrations) occur when the road utilization on the
route proposed by the navigation system exceeds its capacity and congestion occurs. In
fact, and especially during peak hours, congestion often occurs because the paths of many
vehicles traverse the same sections of the road network. Recently, navigation systems have
been integrated with real-time traffic data acquisition systems that allow detection of traf-
fic jams and/or road interruptions and offer the potential to reroute the drivers to different
paths. Unfortunately, these systems typically do not (yet) consider the system-wide impact
of the directions they provide to the drivers. The navigation devices, again, provide drivers
with the same information and route guidance, which, in many cases, simply shifts the
congestion to other parts of the road network.
The drawbacks of user-optimal paths, which result in a user equilibrium state of the
traffic network, compared to a system-optimal set of user paths have long been investigated
and understood (see, for example, [9]). It is also well-known that, with a system-optimal
set of user paths, some users may end up being assigned to paths that are much longer, in
distance or time, than the shortest possible path between their origin and destination. This
unfairness, among others, results in users not following route guidance, especially when
suggested routes deviate substantially from a user’s preference and are (expected to take)
much longer.
However, technological and automotive advances may change the situation favorably.
The anticipated introduction of autonomous or self-driving vehicles may drastically alter
the landscape. Massive adoption of self-driving vehicles will have several benefits in terms
of congestion. First and foremost, because the safe separation distance between two self-
driving vehicles will be much smaller, their introduction will implicitly alter the capacity
of the road network. Secondly, drivers will get used to trusting their vehicle to get them
from their origin to their destination and, as a consequence, will be more likely to accept
a route that deviates from the preferred (shortest) route. The latter, forms the motivation
and underpinning of our research. In particular, we focus on an environment in which a
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specific origin-destination path can be assigned to each (self-driving) vehicle and in which
that vehicle will follow the assigned path.
We propose a centralized proactive route guidance approach that integrates a system
perspective, focused on reducing, ideally avoiding, congestion, and a user perspective, fo-
cused on minimizing the experienced travel inconvenience. The goal is to reduce or avoid
congestion without causing an excessive increase in the length (or duration) of the paths
traveled by individuals, when compared to the shortest (least-duration) paths between their
origin and destination.
Our starting point is a road network and an Origin-Destination (OD) matrix specifying
the number of trips that are estimated to take place between each origin and each desti-
nation. The problem of forecasting traffic on a road network has been well studied (see,
for example, [10]; [11]; [12], and more recently [13])) and traditionally has been modeled
in four steps: trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice, and traffic assignment. In
particular, the zonal interchange analysis of trip distribution provides the so called Origin-
Destination (OD) matrix, that is the matrix that provides for each OD pair the number of
trips with the same origin and destination. Starting from Merchant and [14], researchers
have also studied a dynamic traffic assignment problem which presents additional chal-
lenges (see [15]; [16] and more recently [17]).
The time period of interest is the rush hour, which in large cities may last a few hours,
and in which, as [12] points out, traffic often exhibits a steady-state behavior. We assume
that the arcs of the road network are characterized by a capacity representing the maximum
number of vehicles per time unit at which vehicles can enter the arc and experience no
slowdown due to congestion effects. The proposed approach will assign paths to drivers so
as to minimize congestion while not increasing their experienced travel inconvenience too
much. A maximum level of travel inconvenience is ensured and a certain level of fairness is
maintained by limiting the set of considered paths for each Origin-Destination pair to those
whose relative difference with respect to the shortest (least-duration) path, called travel
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inconvenience, is below a given threshold.
An important feature of the approach, and a critical design choice, is that only linear
programs are solved. To have any potential practical value, a route guidance approach
has to be computationally efficient. Computational efficiency has prompted us to restrict
ourselves to the use of linear programming models (even if that would mean sacrificing
some accuracy in our modeling choices).
The distribution of traffic is evaluated by two measures: the minimum maximum arc
utilization in the network (a system perspective) and the weighted average experienced
travel inconvenience (a user perspective). Arc utilization, i.e., the ratio of the number of
vehicles entering an arc per time unit and its capacity, is used as an arc congestion measure.
The weighted average experienced travel inconvenience averages the experienced travel
inconvenience over all possible paths weighted by the number of vehicles that enter the
path per time unit. The weighted average experienced travel inconvenience is minimized
under the constraint that the minimum maximum arc utilization does not exceed a given
limit: the minimum maximum arc utilization achievable if it is greater than one, or one if it
is smaller than one (by definition no slowdown due to congestion effects occurs when the
minimum maximum arc utilization is one).
The linear structure of the models allows us to derive theoretical properties. We will
show in particular that for the problem of minimizing the maximum arc utilization, results
analogous to those well known for the maximum flow problem, such as the max flow-min
cut theorem, hold.
An extensive and comprehensive computational study demonstrates that in many set-
tings relatively small values of the maximum travel inconvenience lead to a minimum max-
imum arc utilization less than or equal to one, i.e., avoidance of congestion effects. The
computational tests are carried out using randomly generated benchmark instances that
represent characteristic features of the most common circular-shaped city road networks.
As mentioned before, our assumption is that (self-driving) vehicles follow their assigned
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path, i.e., a 100 % compliance rate. Our investigation shows, among others, that compli-
ance is critical; it becomes much more difficult to reduce or avoid congestion when the
recommended paths are not followed.
Finding a system-optimal traffic distribution that ensures a certain level of fairness is
also considered by [18]. They also limit the set of paths for an OD pair to limit the travel
inconvenience. However, they model the arc travel time as a function of the number of
vehicles on that arc (using a widely adopted non-linear increasing function). The model
assigns paths to users with the objective of minimizing the total user travel time. The
model is non-linear and a column generation solution method is proposed and tested on
real road networks. The approach we propose is substantially different as it seeks to avoid
congestion by minimizing the maximum arc utilization. We find the minimum congestion
level first and then minimize the user travel inconvenience.
A few other related papers have been published. In [19], a static multi-objective ap-
proach seeking to minimize the mean travel time cost and the travel time variance is pre-
sented, while in [20] a centralized path assignment model is proposed in which the objective
is to minimize the geometric path duration mean for all drivers in the system. Centrally con-
trolled traffic systems are often encountered in large warehouses where automated guided
vehicles have to be routed (see [21]). In [22], an integer programming model is proposed
which seeks to minimize the weighted path length of a set of automated guided vehicles.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, the proactive route
guidance setting considered is formally introduced, the path-based linear programming
models comprising our proactive route guidance approach are given, as well as an algorithm
to generate the sets of eligible paths, and supporting theoretical results are presented. In
Section 2.3, we discuss the generation of road networks on which the approach is tested,
discuss detailed results for a specific instance, and average results for the complete set of
instances. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 2.4.
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2.2 Proactive route guidance
The basic idea of the system-optimal approach we propose is to assign paths other than the
shortest (least-duration) path to vehicles in order to reduce, and possibly avoid, congestion
in the road network, but to do so in a way that minimizes the inconvenience experienced
by the drivers, in part by only considering alternative paths whose relative increase with
respect to the shortest path is within a pre-defined limit. That is, we impose a limit on user
travel inconvenience, in terms of the maximum allowed increase relative to the shortest
path, which we denote by τ and refer to as the maximum travel inconvenience.
More specifically, for each OD pair, we generate a set of eligible paths, which are those
Origin-Destination paths with a travel inconvenience that is no more than the specified limit
τ . Furthermore, we assume that, for the time period of interest, the demand associated with
an OD pair is specified in terms of the number of vehicles entering the network at the origin
per time unit. The basic premise of the approach is that the congestion of the road network
depends on the utilization of its arcs, where the utilization of an arc is the ratio of the
number of vehicles entering an arc per time unit and the maximum number of vehicles per
time unit at which vehicles can enter the arc and experience no slowdown due to congestion
effects. When the flow per time unit on an arc exceeds its capacity, i.e. the arc utilization
is greater than 1, the arc is said to be congested. We say that the road network is congested
if at least one of its arcs is congested.
Given a maximum travel inconvenience, and, thus, a set of eligible paths for each OD
pair, the approach obtains a system- optimal distribution of traffic using a hierarchical ap-
proach. First, a linear programming model is used to minimize the maximum arc utiliza-
tion, i.e., the level of congestion. If the minimum maximum arc utilization exceeds one,
then congestion in the road network is unavoidable for the imposed maximum travel in-
convenience; to reduce the level of congestion even further, longer, less convenient paths
need to be allowed. On the other hand, when the minimum maximum arc utilization is less
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than or equal to one, congestion can be avoided with the imposed maximum travel incon-
venience. In fact, there is no reason to seek a minimum maximum arc utilization below
one, because it can only come at the expense of unnecessary user travel inconvenience.
Second, for a given minimum maximum arc utilization, another linear programming model
is used to minimize the weighted average experienced travel inconvenience subject to the
constraint that the maximum arc utilization does not exceed the minimum possible value
computed using the previous model (or one if this value is less than one).
Our approach focuses on a system that exhibits a steady-state behavior and seeks to
determine the minimum maximum travel inconvenience that allows elimination of conges-
tion in the system by proactive route guidance, if such a maximum travel inconvenience
exists. It is possible, of course, that the optimization reveals that such a maximum travel
inconvenience does not exist, due to a combination of network infrastructure characteris-
tics, e.g., a small number of bridges and/or tunnels connecting different parts of the city,
and demand characteristics, e.g., extremely high demand. In such situations, more elabo-
rate linear programming models are needed. In Section 4, we briefly discuss this possible
extension.
Next, we present the two path-based linear programming models used in the approach,
followed by the algorithm for generating eligible paths and supporting theoretical results.
2.2.1 Optimization Models
We consider a directed network G = (V, A), where V represents the set of vertices and
A ⊆ V × V represents the set of arcs. Each arc (i, j) ∈ A represents a road segment on
which vehicles can travel. The length of arc (i, j) ∈ A, depending on the user’s preferences,
may represent the traveling time or the length in space, and it will be denoted by lij . The
capacity of each arc (i, j) ∈ A is denoted by uij and represents the maximum rate (number
of vehicles per time unit) that can enter an arc (i, j) at the average speed. We consider a
set C of OD pairs. An OD pair c ∈ C is described by its origin Oc ∈ V , its destination
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Dc ∈ V and a flow rate (number of vehicles per time unit) dc, representing the rate of
vehicles traveling from Oc to Dc. We let D =
∑
c ∈ Cdc be the total flow rate in the
network. Let τ be the maximum travel inconvenience. A set of paths Kτc is associated with
each OD pair c and contains all paths that are not longer than (1 + τ)SPc , where SPc is
the shortest path from the origin Oc to the destination Dc . The travel inconvenience τ kc
associated with path k ∈ Kτc , c ∈ C, is defined as the relative increase of path k with
respect to the shortest (least-duration) path SPc. Denoting by lkc the length of path k for




The optimization problem formulations use an indicator akcij , which takes value 1 if
path k ∈ Kτc contains arc (i, j) ∈ A, and 0 otherwise. The critical parameter ρ∗τ represents
the minimum possible value of the maximum arc utilization. This value is computed by
a linear programming model, referred to as the congestion model and defined below. The
decision variables ykc represent the flow rate (number of vehicles per time unit) of OD pair
c ∈ C routed on path k ∈ Kτc . The auxiliary variables xij and ρ represent the total flow rate
(number of vehicles per time unit) traveling on arc (i, j) ∈ A and an upper bound on the
maximum arc utilization, respectively. The inconvenience model is a linear programming
model seeking to minimize the weighted average experienced travel inconvenience over all








c . A summary of the sets, parameters and variables is
given in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Notation for route guidance
Sets
V Set of vertices
A Set of arcs
C Set of OD pairs
Kτc Set of eligible paths for c ∈ C with maximum travel inconvenience τ
Parameters
uij Capacity of arc (i, j) ∈ A
akcij 1 if path k ∈ Kτc contains arc (i, j) ∈ A, 0 otherwise
SPc Length of shortest path for OD pair c ∈ C
lkc Length of path k ∈ Kτc
τkc Relative length increment of path k ∈ Kτc ,with respect to SPc : τkc =
lkc−SPc
SPc
dc Flow rate for OD pair c ∈ C






ykc Flow rate of OD pair c ∈ C routed on path k ∈ Kτc
Auxillary Variables








ρ Upper bound on arc utilization : ρ ≥ xijuij ∀(i, j) ∈ A












subject to ρ ≤ max(1, ρ∗τ ) (2.1)
xij
uij












ykc ∀c ∈ C (2.4)
ρ ≥ 0 (2.5)
xij ≥ 0 ∀(ij) ∈ A (2.6)
ykc ≥ 0 ∀c ∈ C, k ∈ Kτc (2.7)
Constraint (2.1) guarantees that the maximum arc utilization is minimized in case con-
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gestion is unavoidable (ρ∗τ > 1), and ensures that the flow rate on any arc is less than or
equal to the arc’s capacity, otherwise (ρ∗τ ≤ 1). Constraints (2.2) bound the maximum




≤ τ and constraints (2.3) set the flow rate on arc (i, j). Con-
straints (2.4) ensure that the required flow rate dc of an OD pair c ∈ C is routed on (a subset
of) its eligible paths. Finally, constraints (2.5) - (2.7) define the domains of the decision
variables. Although the natural domain of variables yck and xij is the set of non- negative
integers, it is reasonable to relax it to the set of real numbers as long as the values dc are




can be interpreted as the fraction of the flow rate dc that is routed on
path k ∈ Kτc .
The minimum maximum arc utilization ρ∗τ required in constraint (2.1) is computed with
the following linear programming model.
The congestion model
ρ∗τ ≡ min ρ
subject to (2.2) - (2.7)
The congestion model focuses purely on congestion, i.e., on minimizing the maximum
arc utilization, without taking into account the impact on the drivers. On the other hand,
the inconvenience model without constraints (2.1) - (2.2) focuses purely on user travel
inconvenience without taking into account the impact on congestion. For this reason, a
hierarchical approached is used. We first focus on congestion and then focus on user travel
inconvenience. The following remarks provide basic relations linking the maximum travel
inconvenience τ , the path set Kτc , and the minimum value of the maximum arc utilization
ρ∗τ .
Remark 1. Let Kτ1c , Kτ2c be the sets of eligible paths for OD pair c ∈ C for τ1 and τ2,
respectively. If τ1 ≤ τ2, then Kτ1c ⊆ Kτ2c .
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Remark 2. Let Kτ1c , Kτ2c be the sets of eligible paths for OD pair c ∈ C for τ1 and τ2,
respectively. If Kτ1c = K
τ2
c ∀c ∈ C, then the minimum maximum arc utilization is the same
for the two settings.
Remark 3. Let ρ∗τ1 , ρ
∗
τ2
be the optimum values of the congestion model when the maximum




The models can be modified to take into account that not all vehicles may follow the
recommended path. We define the compliance rate to be the fraction α of vehicles following
the recommended path and assume that 1-α vehicles, instead, choose the shortest (least-
duration) path. For sake of simplicity, we assume that the compliance rate is identical
for all OD pairs. The compliance rate is taken into account by adding to each model the
constraints.
ySPc ≥ (1− α)dc c ∈ C (2.8)
These constraints impose that at least a fraction 1-α of the demand is routed along its
shortest path. This fraction represents those drivers acting selfishly.
2.2.2 Generation of the eligible paths
To the best of our knowledge, whereas the problem of finding the first K shortest paths
is well known (see [23] and [24]), no algorithm has been published for the computation
of all paths between two vertices whose length does not increase the shortest path length
by a given percentage. Thus, in order to compute the set Kτc , an ad hoc algorithm has
been developed. The algorithm relies on depth-first search and consists of a main body
ConstructingEligiblePaths (sketched in Algorithm 1) and a recursive routine ScanVertex
(sketched in Algorithm 2).
Inputs for algorithm ConstructingEligiblePaths are the network (V, A), the set of OD
pairs C, and the maximum travel inconvenience τ . The algorithm first computes the shortest
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path matrix (the shortest path for each pair of vertices) and labels all vertices as inactive.
Labels will change from inactive to active and back during computation. Next, for each OD
pair c ∈ C, initializations are made and a depth-first search to find the set Kτc is performed
by means of the recursive routine ScanVertex.
Routine ScanVertex operates as follows. The input vertex i is labeled as active (already
visited) and inserted in the growing path at the current position. If the input vertex is the
destination vertex the procedure records the path, labels the vertex as inactive and exits.
Otherwise, the routine is recursively called on each vertex reached by any outgoing arc
from the input vertex provided that the new vertex is not labeled as active (which would
imply a cycle) and the length of the growing path is within the fixed threshold. The vertex
count and the total length are increased and decreased before and after recursion.
The algorithm has time complexity O(q|V |+1) , where q is an upper bound on the num-
ber of outgoing arcs from any vertex. The exponential complexity is due to the problem na-
ture as explained in the following example. Consider the network, consisting of n = 3h+1
vertices and with q = 3, shown in Fig. 2.1. Consider vertex 1 as Oc and vertex h + 1 as
Dc and let ε ≤ τ . The h arcs connecting the h+ 1 central vertices with length 1 define the




All possible paths in this network from Oc toDc belong to the set Kτc . The number of the
possible paths is 3h = 3
n−1
3 .
Algorithm 1: Constructing Eligible Paths
Input : V,A,C, τ
s← ComputeShortestPathMatrix (V ,A)
for i ∈ V do
status(i)← INACTIVE
end









Global variables : s, τ, status, Path, cPath, lPath
status(i)← ACTIVE
path(cPath)← i
if i = Dc then
Record(Path)
else
for j ∈ δ+ do
// j is the endpoint of an arc exiting from i










Figure 2.1: An instance demonstrating the exponential complexity of the algorithm for
generating the sets of eligible paths for the OD pairs
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2.2.3 Lower bounds on the minimum maximum arc utilization
In this section we propose an arc-based formulation for the congestion model where, for
each OD pair c, all possible paths from Oc to Dc are implicitly considered. The model,
which we refer to as the unconstrained congestion model, is equivalent to the congestion
model in which the maximum travel inconvenience is set to +∞. Allowing all paths for all
the OD pairs means that the result of the unconstrained congestion model is a lower bound
for the congestion model for any value of τ .
The unconstrained congestion model
























∀c ∈ C, ∀(i, j) ∈ A (2.12)
f cij ≥ 0 ∀c ∈ C, ∀(i, j) ∈ A (2.13)
ρ ≥ 0 (2.14)
Constraints (2.9) – (2.11) guarantee the flow rate conservation. The objective function
together with Constraints (2.12) set the minimum maximum arc utilization to the minimum
of the maximum value, over all arcs, of the ratio between the total flow rate and the arc
capacity. Finally, constraints (2.13) and (2.14) define the domains of the decision variables.
Remark 4. The value ρ∗∞ on the unconstrained congestion model is a lower bound for ρ∗τ ,
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for any value of the maximum travel inconvenience τ , i.e.,
ρ∗τ ≥ ρ∗∞ ∀τ (2.15)
Thus, the value ρ∗∞ is the minimum level of congestion that can be achieved when
vehicles can be sent along any possible path (regardless of the experienced travel inconve-
nience). This value may be greater than one due to the structure of the network and high
levels of the traffic.
Similar to the unconstrained congestion model, [25] studied a general form of bottle-
neck network flow problem (BNFP) which is defined on a directed graph G = (V ,A) where
each arc a ∈ A has a capacity and a weight and each node v ∈ V is either supply, demand
or transshipment node, associated with an integer value. The objective is to minimize the
maximum weight on an arc with positive flow. The authors showed that this problem can be
solved (by binary search threshold algorithm) as an O(logn) sequence of maximum flow
problems where n is the number of nodes in the network. The maximum flow problems
are defined on auxiliary graphs created from G where, in addition to the set of nodes, a
dummy source and a dummy sink node are added to G to connect all supply and demand
nodes respectively, and a subset of arcs in G is chosen from the ascending arrangement
of arc weights, i.e., if an arc in the ascending arrangement is chosen, then all arcs whose
weight is lower than the chosen arc’s weight is considered in the problem. Similar approach
and results were presented by [26] who investigated a bottleneck objective of minimizing
maximum latency of flow-carrying arcs in static network problems, where each arc has a
latency function that describes the common delay experienced by the flow on that arc as a
function of the flow rate. They defined the bottleneck problem as identifying a feasible bot-
tleneck flow that minimizes the maximum latency among arcs with positive flow for a given
instance with multiple commodities. They showed that a bottleneck flow can be obtained
by solving |A| (number of arcs in the network) convex programs if the arc latency functions
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are convex. In this case, subset of arcs in each sub-problem are chosen from the ascending
arrangement of arc latencies, when there is no flow on them. The authors showed that the
value of bottleneck flow is equal to minimum value of convex programs. Applications of
minimizing maximum latency can be found in network routing and evacuation literature
[27].
In the following, we derive lower bounds on ρ∗∞ that can be computed from the network
parameters. The results we derive recall results that are well known for the maximum flow
problem (see [28]).
Definition 1. A cut-set for a set of OD pairs Ĉ ⊆ C is a minimal arc set AĈ such that in
the graph G′ = (V,A\AĈ) no path connecting Oc to Dc exists for any OD pair in Ĉ. The




Definition 2. A minimum capacity cut-set for Ĉ is a cut-set A∗
Ĉ
with minimum capacity.





Theorem 1. Let A∗
Ĉ
be a minimum cut-set for any set of OD pairs Ĉ ⊆ C, and let u∗
Ĉ
be








Proof. Let Ḡ be a network in which the capacities ûij are the capacities uij of the original
network G multiplied by the minimum maximum arc utilization ρ∗∞, i.e. ûij = ρ
∗
∞uij .
Let Ĉ ⊆ C be a set of OD pairs and A∗
Ĉ
a minimum cut-set for Ĉ. In Ḡ, it is possible




























this inequality holds for any subset Ĉ ∈ C, the claim follows.
In the following, we show that in the case of a single OD pair equality holds, but that
examples can be found with strict inequality for the case of multiple OD pairs.
Theorem 2. Let |C| = 1 and let us denote by c the OD pair. Let A∗C be a minimum cut-set







Proof. Let ρ̂ = dc
u∗c
. We prove that ρ∗∞ = ρ̂ in two steps, showing that:
1. There exist a flow f̂ij . ∀(i, j) ∈ A,such that:
• dc flows from Oc to Dc,
• f̂ij ≤ ρ̂, ∀(i, j) ∈ A,
• f̂ij = ρ̂ for some (i, j) ∈ A.
2. There does not exist a flow gij , ∀(i, j) ∈ A, such that:
• dc flows from Oc to Dc,
• gij
uij
< ρ̂, ∀(i, j) ∈ A.
(a) We solve the maximum flow problem on the graph G for the OD pair c. Let
δ+(Oc) be the set of the successors ofOc. From the max flow - min cut theorem,
the maximum flow Fmax is equal to the minimum cut-set capacity u∗c . Flows fij
in the optimal solution of the maximum flow problem are such that:
• fij ≤ uij , ∀(i, j) ∈ A,
• fij = uij , ∀(i, j) such that (i, j) ∈ A∗c .







fOcj ρ̂ = ρ̂
∑
j∈δ+(Oc)
fOcj = ρ̂Fmax = ρ̂u
∗
c = dc.












= ρ̂, ∀(i, j) such that (i, j) ∈ A∗c where fij = uij .
(b) By contradiction. Suppose there exists a flow gij such that
gij
uij












c = dc. As this flow is not
able to satisfy all the demand, we have a contradiction.
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does not hold when there are two or more OD pairs in the
network, that is when |C| ≥ 2.
Figure 2.2: Example for two OD pairs
Figure 2.3: Optimal flows on counterexample graph
The example in Figure 2.2 where all arcs have capacity u equal to 2 and each OD
pair had demand equal to 2 shows that the equality does not hold in the case of two OD
pairs. Deriving a lower bound on the minimum maximum arc utilization means exploring
all the possible subsets of OD pairs in C. The number of possible subsets in C is given
by the cardinality of the power set of C,P (C). The cardinality of the power set depends
exponentially on the number of OD pairs contained in C, i.e. |P (C)| = 2n, where n is the
number of OD pairs in C.
In Figure 2.3, the optimal flows for each OD pair are shown. It is easy to see that the









for each subset, we








= 1 < ρ∗∞.
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2.3 Computational Results
The instance generator was implemented in Java, and the optimization models were solved
by CPLEX 12.6.0. The generation of the instances and the experiments were run on a
Windows 64-bit computer with Intel Xeon processor E5-1650, 3.50 GHz, and 16 GB Ram.
Instance generation depends on a few controls, which are described in more detail in Sec-
tion 2.3.1. Considering all possible combinations of these controls, the number of different
types of networks is 16. Instance generation also depends on some random factors which
are not included into the control set. For example, the coordinates of the nodes in a network
is randomly perturbed from their original position. For each set of values for the controls,
we generate 5 random instances. The total number of generated instances is therefore 80.
The instances are available on http://or-brescia.unibs.it/instances. The statistics collected
for each instance are described in Section 2.3.2. Detailed results and insights for a single,
specific instance are presented and discussed in Section 2.3.3. Section2.3.4 is devoted to
summary results for all instances.
2.3.1 Instance Generation
We designed a procedure that generates instances reflecting the critical aspects of real city
road networks. The procedure allows modeling of highways, bypasses, orbital roads and
suburb streets, with capacities that depend on the road importance. The procedure can
generate road networks with different shapes, for example with a circular structure (see
Figure 2.4) or a semi-circular structure to be able to capture cities built adjacent to natural
structures such as the sea or hills (see Figure 2.5). However, for the computational study,
we restrict ourselves to instances with a circular structure as it represents the more general
case. A circular road network has an inner ring, an outer ring, and some intermediate rings.
The inner ring surrounds the central area and is considered a low-speed ring which allows
access to the downtown area. The outer ring is a heavy traffic ring where all traffic coming
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from suburbs and surrounding towns converges. Depending on the city size, there can be
one or more intermediate high-speed rings. Radial roads emanate outwards from the city
center. Such roads finish at locations outside the outer ring. These locations are used in
our experiments to represent origins (destinations) of traffic from (to) hinterland towns or
highway connection points, i.e., the main roads entering the metropolitan area. The main
roads entering the city are randomly classified as highways or high capacity roads. The
radial roads also link the different rings.
Figure 2.4: City with a circular road infrastructure
Figure 2.5: City with a semi-circular road infrastructure
The instance generator has a number of parameters which allow us to generate different
instances. In the following, we present groups of parameters that in combination define
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a major characteristic of the generated instance; we call such a group a control. We also
name two specific sets of values of the parameters of a control to clearly identify different
instance classes.
• Control A : size This control determines the size of the city. We distinguish small-
to-medium cities and Big metropolitan areas:
– Small-to-medium
∗ Internal radius : 2000 m
∗ External radius : 6000 m
∗ Number of rings : 2
∗ Number of radial roads : 15
∗ Number of entering main roads : 2
– Big
∗ Internal radius : 1000 m
∗ External radius : 20,000 m
∗ Number of rings : 4
∗ Number of radial roads : 30
∗ Number of entering main roads : 6
• Control B: angular width This control determines the city shape. The generator
takes as input a city angular width β measured in degrees. We generate only circular
cities:
– circular: β = 360
• Control C: attraction points In most cities, there are one or more attraction points,
such as malls, stadiums, office parks, and schools. The generator takes as input the
percentage φ of nodes that represent attraction points. We distinguish oligo-centric
and poli-centric cities:
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– oligo-centric: φ = 40%
– poli-centric: φ = 80%
• Control D: traffic density The flow for an OD pair is set by multiplying the sum
over all origin outgoing arc capacities by a value σ, drawn uniform randomly from
some specified interval. We distinguish off-peak and in-peak traffic densities for each
network size:
– Small-to-medium
∗ off-peak: σ ∈ [0.2, 0.4]
∗ in-peak: σ ∈ [0.2, 0.6]
– Big
∗ off-peak: σ ∈ [0.1, 0.3]
∗ in-peak: σ ∈ [0.3, 0.6]
• Control E: traffic density Most of city traffic originates in the surrounding areas,
but a percentage comes from locations inside the external ring. For this reason, the
generator creates a percentage, γ, of OD pairs in C with both origin and destination
inside the city. We distinguish low and high in-city traffic:
– low : γ = 10%
– high : γ = 20%
The capacity of each road is computed taking into account the following parameters:
• Number of lanes,
• Average speed,
• Safe separation distance.
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We generate instance with four different classes of roads: Highways, main roads, sec-
ondary roads and links between roads. Each class has different values of the parameters
listed above. In particular, highways have the highest number of lanes and the largest
safe separation distance. while secondary roads have the smallest number of lanes and the
smallest safe separation distance. Also the average speed value differs from class to class.
We note that the average speed takes into account traffic lights and other traffic regulations.
For the sake of simplicity, we have assumed that the speed is the same on all roads. In this
case using distance of travel time as length is equivalent.
2.3.2 Statistics
In our experiments, we vary the value of the maximum travel inconvenience from τ = 0%
(all vehicles follow the shortest origin-destination path) to τ = 35% (and the values of the
compliance rate from 100% to 60%). We collect and compute the statistics shown in Table
2.2. To present large amounts of information in an easy-to-interpret and concise form, we











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.3.3 Detailed results and insights for a specific instance
In this section, we analyze the traffic patterns produced by the proactive route guidance
approach for a single instance. We chose an instance with a large, circular, and oligo-
centric city network with high in-city traffic and in-peak traffic density. In order to provide
a detailed understanding of the potential benefits of adopting proactive route guidance, we
solved the model with τ ranging from 0% to 35% in increments of 1%.
Figure 2.6: Average number of generated paths
In Figure 2.6, we show the average number of generated paths per OD pair. As ex-
pected, the average number of generated paths grows exponentially. Clearly, at higher
values of the maximum travel inconvenience, there are more paths to choose from and it
should be possible to reduce congestion more.
In Figure 2.7, we show the minimum maximum arc utilization ρ∗τ for the different values
of the maximum travel inconvenience τ . As expected, ρ∗τ is a non-increasing function of
τ . We note that for τ = 26% the value of ρ∗τ drops below 1, which implies that there is no
congestion in the system. Consequently, for values of the maximum travel inconvenience
greater than or equal to 26%, the proactive route guidance approach minimizes the weighted
average experienced travel inconvenience while ensuring that the minimum maximum arc
utilization does not exceed one. (We note that the experienced travel inconvenience value
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is realistic only when a path has no arcs with an arc utilization that exceeds one. Otherwise,
the experienced travel inconvenience value represents an underestimate, as congestion will
be encountered along the path.)
Figure 2.7: Minimum maximum (Min-Max) arc utilization
In Figure 2.8, we show the arc utilization distribution for the different values of the
maximum travel inconvenience. We see that the fraction of unused arcs in the road network
remains almost steady. When τ increases from 0% to 13%, the fraction of heavily congested
arcs decreases, but, at the same time, the fraction of lightly congested arcs increases and
the fraction of the non-congested arcs slightly decreases. We have no heavily congested arc
for τ ≥ 14%, and, as previously observed, the road network becomes free of congestion
when τ ≥ 26%. The two seemingly abrupt transitions from τ = 13% to τ = 14% when
the road network looses heavily congested arcs, and from τ = 25% to τ = 26% when the
road network looses all congested arcs, are smoother than they may appear. Indeed, for
τ = 13% we have ρ∗τ = 1.54 and all the 8.3% heavily congested arcs are very close to be
classified as lightly congested. For τ ∗ = 25% we have ρ∗τ = 1.02 and all the congested arcs
are very close to be classified as non-congested.
In Figure 2.9 we show the weighted average experienced travel inconvenience for max-
imum travel inconvenience values greater than or equal to 26%, i.e., values for which
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Figure 2.8: Arc utilization distribution
congestion can be eliminated. As expected, we see that the weighted average experi-
enced travel inconvenience decreases, because additional paths are exploited to reduce the
weighted average experienced travel inconvenience rather than to reduce the maximum arc
utilization.
Figure 2.9: Weighted average experienced travel inconvenience
In Figure 2.10, we show, for τ = 26%, the number of OD pairs experiencing a certain
level of travel inconvenience. Importantly, we see that for almost half of the OD pairs travel
still occurs along the shortest path and that only for a relatively small number of OD pairs
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travel inconvenience exceeds 15%.
Figure 2.10: Experienced travel inconvenience at τ = 26%
The pattern shown in Figure 2.10 is also seen in Figure 2.11, where we show the fraction
of OD pairs that is experiencing a certain travel inconvenience level (A through G) for
values of τ ≥ 26%. We see that most vehicles are sent along paths with little or no travel
inconvenience (level A) and that only a small number of vehicles are sent along paths with
a high travel inconvenience (levels E through G).
Figure 2.11: Experienced travel inconvenience distribution for various levels of maximum
travel inconvenience
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In Figure 2.12, we show the average and the maximum number of selected paths for
an OD pair. We observe that the maximum number of paths selected for an OD pair is
surprisingly small. For all but one of the maximum travel inconvenience values, the number
of selected paths is less than or equal to three. This implies that vehicles with the same
origin and destination are assigned to only a small number of different paths. (This will
facilitate developing schemes that assign paths in a fair way over time, e.g., a round-robin
assignment scheme.) We also observe that for all maximum travel inconvenience values,
for most of the OD pairs, the vehicles are routed along a single path, as the average number
of paths selected for an OD pair is very close to 1. However, we note that when a single
path is selected for an OD pair, this path does not necessarily have to be the shortest path
and that, in fact, in many cases it is not.
Figure 2.12: Selected paths
Even though we are focusing on an environment in which a specific origin-destination
path can be assigned to each vehicle and in which that vehicle will follow the assigned path,
it is informative to examine what happens when the 100% compliance assumption does not
hold. Figure 2.13 shows the minimum maximum arc utilization ρ∗τ that can be achieved as
a function of maximum travel inconvenience for different compliance rates. We see that
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for α = 90% congestion can still be avoided as the minimum maximum arc utilization falls
below 1 at τ = 30%, but that for lower levels of compliance, this is no longer possible.
Figure 2.13: Impact of the compliance rate on the minimum maximum (min-max) arc
utilization
2.3.4 Summary results for all instances
In this section, we present summary statistics for groups of instances. In Figures 2.14-
2.16, we group instances that require the same maximum travel inconvenience to be able
to reach the no-congestion state. In the final two charts, i.e., Figures 2.17 - 2.18, we look at
all instances, but for specific maximum travel inconvenience values.
In Figure 2.14, we show for each value of the maximum travel inconvenience the num-
ber of instances for which it is possible to reach a no-congestion state (distinguishing
in-peak and off-peak traffic densities). We observe that with off-peak traffic density at
τ = 22% it is possible to reach a no-congestion state for all 40 instances, but that with
in-peak traffic density even at τ = 35% it is not possible to reach the no-congestion state
for two instances. However, the value of minimum maximum arc utilization for these two
instance is very close to one, and a no-congestion state is attained at τ = 36%.
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Figure 2.14: Number of instances in a no-congestion state for different values of τ(%)
In Figures 2.15 and 2.16, we consider particular statistics and average this statistic over
all instances that reach the no-congestion state at a particular maximum travel inconve-
nience value. In Figure 2.15, we show the average and the maximum number of selected
paths. We observe that the results suggest that when a higher maximum travel inconve-
nience is required to reach the no-congestion state, more OD pairs will be assigned more
than one path as both the average of the maximum number of selected paths and the aver-
age of the average number of selected paths are (slightly) higher. In Figure 2.16 , we show
the weighted average experienced travel inconvenience. We observe that, as expected, the
weighted average experienced travel inconvenience is higher when it is more difficult to
reach a no-congestion state, but also that the weighted average experienced travel incon-
venience remains relatively small even for instances where it is challenging to reach a
no-congestion state.
In Figure 2.17, we show the average minimum maximum arc utilization over all in-
stances with in-peak and off-peak traffic densities. As expected, we see that the minimum
maximum arc utilization is (significantly) smaller when the traffic density is smaller, as
fewer vehicles have to be accommodated in the same road network. We see that with in-
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Figure 2.15: Number of paths chosen at the no-congestion travel inconvenience τ(%)
Figure 2.16: Weighted average experienced travel inconvenience at the no-congestion
travel inconvenience value (%)
peak traffic density it is possible (on average) to reach a no-congestion state at τ = 23%. On
the other hand, with off-peak traffic density, a no-congestion state is reached (on average)
at τ = 8%.
In Figure 2.18, we show the average arc utilization distribution. The average number
of unused arcs remains almost the same while the average number of non-congested arcs
steadily increases with increasing values of maximum travel inconvenience. At τ = 35%,
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Figure 2.17: Minimum maximum (Min-Max) arc utilization
the proactive route guidance approach is able to eliminate heavily congested arcs in all
instances and reduce the average number of lightly congested arcs to less than 0.5%. This
congestion “residue” is due to two instances that remain lightly congested at τ = 35%.
Figure 2.18: Arc utilization distribution
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2.4 Conclusion
In this study, we have conducted a computational study of the potential of proactive route
guidance to reduce or avoid congestion in an environment in which a specific origin-
destination path can be assigned to each vehicle in the system and in which that vehicle
will follow the assigned path. We believe that the advent of autonomous (or self-driving)
vehicles makes this a (much more) realistic assumption.
Our proposed approach has an important (computational) advantage over previously
proposed approaches: it relies only on linear programming. As such, it is more likely to
scale and be usable in real-world settings. However, much needs to happen to make that a
reality. One important step in that direction is the dynamic generation of paths (as opposed
to generating the set of eligible paths upfront). Given the exponential growth of the sets of
eligible paths when the maximum travel inconvenience increases, this will be critical.
Another critically important extension is incorporating traffic-dependent arc travel times,
which can be done efficiently by employing piece-wise linear approximations of these func-
tions. This will allow more accurate modeling of travel times along paths that contain one
or more congested arcs, i.e., arcs with a utilization greater than one, which is especially
important in situations where it is not possible to reach a no-congestion state.
A final extension, but one that is more involved, considers varying demand rates over
time (instead of assuming steady- state behavior), which will allow more accurate modeling
of the traffic dynamics.
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CHAPTER 3
MARGINAL COST PATH - BASED GREEDY ALGORITHM FOR
LARGE-SCALE SERVICE NETWORK DESIGN
3.1 Introduction
The long-haul transportation is the transportation operations that are mainly concerned with
the movement of goods by rail, truck, ship or any combination of modes over relatively long
distances between terminals or cities [29]. Throughout the history, the long-distance trans-
portation has played a key role in the development and success of local, regional and global
economies. It is the fast and cheap transportation of raw materials and finished products
over long distances that contributed the economic growth during the Industrial Revolution
and the success of the modern-day online retailers. It has connected businesses and indi-
viduals, creating new opportunities and channels for production, trade and consumption.
As it is not economically viable to transport each individual freight separately, the long-
haul carriers such as railways, less-than-truckload (LTL) motor carriers, express package
services and inter-modal container shipping lines rely on consolidation opportunities. To
achieve the economies of scale, the freight is collected and consolidated from multiple
shippers and routed through a network of consolidation terminals (e.g rail yards, ports,
LTL break-bulks and end-of line). While the carriers can utilize their resources efficiently
and reduce transportation costs with consolidation, they are faced with increased handling
cost and time. In the pas, long delivery windows (e.g. week-long) have allowed carriers
to identify and take advantage of profitable consolidation. With the introduction of lean
production systems (e.g. just-in-time manufacturing) and competitive service level guar-
antees (e.g. same day delivery, next day delivery) offered by online retailers, carriers are
challenged with the short service times that leave less time for consolidation. For instance,
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Figure 3.1 shows the freight profile for a LTL carrier whose 80% of shipments are promised
to be delivered within two days.
Figure 3.1: Freight profile for a LTL carrier
In this chapter, we focus on service network design problem to solve main tactical
problems faced by small parcel express carriers which include cost-effective routing of
less-than-truckload freight on a line-haul network. We generate operational freight sched-
ules that take the following realistic complexities into account: i) Multiple tight service
level guarantees, ii) Operational restrictions at line-haul terminals and iii) Multiple freight
transfers from city operations to line-haul terminals throughout the day with varying vol-
umes.
We develop a marginal cost path-based greedy heuristic that works with a partially time-
expanded network to solve large scale real-life instances found in practice. Our approach
involves two consolidation improvement heuristics and a iterative refinement heuristic al-
gorithm inspired by [5], which iteratively eliminates infeasibilities introduced by the dis-
cretization of time and the representation of the timing of events. We conduct an extensive
computational study for one of the largest Chinese small parcel carriers, SF Express.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 provides the detailed
review of the literature on the service network design and relevant research. Section 3.3
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describes how LTL system operates and Section 3.4 states the problem with the modeling
choices and assumptions. Section 3.5 describes the solution approach in detail. Section
3.6 introduces the computational study. Finally, Section 3.7 discusses the contributions and
future directions.
3.2 Literature Review
Decision making for a business entity is categorized into three levels: strategic, tactical
and operational. Strategic decisions are usually long-term planning involving investment
decisions (e.g. where to open a facility). Operational decisions are day-to-day decisions
that involve high uncertainty. Tactical decisions serve as a bridge between the strategical
and operational sides. Given the predetermined strategical decisions, tactical level focuses
on short-term planning with interrelated decisions that are vital for the success of the day-
to-day operations.
In the long-haul freight transportation, Service Network Design is used to designate
the main tactical issues for the long-haul freight carriers: selection and scheduling of ser-
vices, specification of terminal operations, routing of freight [29]. In literature, it has
been widely used in a variety of freight transportation system such as trucking ([30],
[31],[32], [33], [34], [35],[36],[37]), express shipment ([38], [39],[40],[41]), freight rail
([42],[43],[44],[45]) and multi-modal freight transportation ([46],[39],[47],[48]). It is of-
ten formulated as fixed charge multi-commodity network design problem for which it is not
practical to solve real-life instances to optimality. Heuristic search techniques have been
developed and combined with the exact optimization to construct and improve solutions
for large-scale problem instances ([49], [50],[51],[52]). [53] gives an early survey on the
network design problems and a detailed review on the problem formulations, modeling and
solution approaches can be found both in [29] and [54].
In service network design, a load plan refers to the selection of paths for all anticipated
freight on a terminal network to minimize the transportation costs incurred by moving the
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freight from its origin terminal to its destination terminal. Load plan design is especially
critical for LTL carriers who rely on freight consolidation to increase their trailer utilization
and cost savings. The first study on LTL load plan design was conducted by [31] followed
by [30] [32] and [33]. In [31], Powell modeled the problem on a flat (static) network that
did not consider service guarantees and timing of consolidation opportunities explicitly.
Instead, he imposed a lower bound on the number of weekly trailers to be dispatched on
any direct lane chosen in the load plan. This was sufficient to identify consolidation oppor-
tunities and meet a five-day service guarantee.
With the introduction of tighter service guarantees (e.g. same day, one-day service guar-
antees), static network models started to fall short of representing the service requirements
and consolidation timing accurately. Hence, the focus in service network design shifted
to dynamic networks that incorporate the timing of events such as departure and arrival of
dispatches. Dynamic networks are the time-expanded version of static networks that are
constructed with the copies of static network’s nodes at discrete time points. In service
network design, a node in a dynamic network usually represents a terminal at a point in
time and an arc represents either the movement of freight from one terminal to another or
the waiting of the freight at a terminal. Network design problems on dynamic networks
can be formulated and solved using integer programming models. The size of the integer
programs and solution quality depend directly on the time-discretization the schemes. Fine
discretization of time represents the timing of activities accurately while leading compu-
tationally intractable integer programs. On the other hand, coarse discretization schemes
result in smaller integer programs that can generally be solved to optimality, but often pro-
duce poor approximations to the continuous-time version of the problem in which time is
modeled in such a way that accurately identifies consolidation opportunities (e.g. 1-minute
time discretiztion).
[55] addressed the shortcomings of the static models and presented a dynamic model
for LTL service network design with 15 terminals and 18 time points. [34] presented an
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integer programming model on a dynamic network where a commodity path was repre-
sented in time and space. They represented time in daily granularity and considered a
single time point for each day. [56] used a fine non-uniform time discretization to identify
consolidation opportunities under tight service standards faced by LTL carriers. They used
relatively detailed time-space modeling of dispatches between terminals compared to dis-
patches from break-bulk terminals which still allow them to capture consolidation oppor-
tunities in time accurately. Their research was the first study to consider day-differentiated
load-plans which specified a unique load path for a commodity between an origin and des-
tination pair originating on the same weekday.
While there were studies that focused on using finer time-discretization to improve the
solution quality in service network design problems, a study by [5] investigated whether it
is possible to solve the continuous-time version of the problem without modeling the prob-
lem on a fully time-expanded network. They developed a dynamic discretization algorithm
which repeatedly solves service network design problem on partially time-expanded net-
works and manipulates the partially-time expanded network by analyzing the obtained solu-
tion. They showed that their iterative refinement algorithm produces the optimal continuous-
time solution and they showed that it performs well in practice by conducting an extensive
computational study.
The load plan design decisions give rise to challenging large-scale network optimiza-
tion problems. As exact solution methods often fail to find the optimal solution, heuristic
algorithms were proposed to find high-quality feasible solution. [33] modeled the problem
on a flat (static) network and proposed a local improvement heuristic based on direct lane
add-drops from the load plan. [34] presented an integer programming model and used a
slope-scaling and load-planning tree generation techniques to produce high-quality solu-
tions for large-scale instances. [56] solved a large scale load-planning problem using an
iterative IP-based large-scale neighborhood search heuristic. At each iteration, a restricted
load planning IP was solved to improve the load plan for freight destined for a single termi-
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nal. Their flexible load plans that captured predictable variations in origin-destination pairs
by day of week lead to greater cost savings compared to the traditional load plans with
the uniform in-tree structure. [36] further investigated this IP-based local search to obtain
high-quality load plans. Rather than using in-tree neighborhood search, at each iteration,
their heuristic algorithm re-optimizes the load plans for freight destined to multiple termi-
nals. Compared to the in-tree neighborhood search suggested by [56], this search heuristic
resulted in better cost savings and trailer utilization. As a common modeling choice, [36]
and [56] considered freight to enter the line-haul network only at a single time point in a
day.
3.3 LTL System Description
There are two types of inter-related operations for freight transportation in a LTL system:
city operations and line-haul operations. City operations are concerned with pick-up and
delivery of freight at customer locations in a small geographical region (e.g. city). Line-
haul operations are mainly concerned with consolidation and routing of freight through a
fixed line-haul network. A line-haul network has two types of terminals: end-of-line ter-
minals and break-bulk terminals. End of line terminals serve only as origin and destination
terminals. Freight collected by city operations enter to line-haul network at end-of-line
terminals (serving as origin terminals) and routed line-haul freight transferred to city op-
erations at end-of-line terminals (serving as destination terminals) for intra-city delivery.
Break-bulk terminals are intermediate consolidation terminals in the line-haul network.
Freight visiting a break-bulk terminal is unloaded from its inbound trailer and reloaded to




We investigate the service network design problem faced by small parcel carriers with the
following modeling complexities.
1. Service classes: Small parcel carriers offer various service classes to their customers.
Each service class has a promised time of delivery which implicitly specifies a due
time for each freight at its destination terminal in the line haul network such that
intra-city operations are not delayed. These offerings may depend on the freight
origin-destination pair, and therefore, may not be available to each freight.
2. Freight arrival to the line-haul network: With the introduction of tight service guar-
antees, small parcel carriers started to increase the frequency of their daily shipments
from city operations to the line-haul network in order to efficiently use the sorting
capacity at the line-haul terminals. As drivers in city operations pick-up shipments
from customers during the day, they pass the collected freight (e.g. in hourly inter-
vals) to the regional end-of-line terminal. Thus, depending on the collected volume,
freight volume entering the line-haul network can show significant variability by the
hour-of-day and day-of-week.
3. Commodities: When a freight arrives to its origin end-of-line terminal, it is sorted by
the destination terminal before it is dispatched across the line-haul network. Once
sorted by destination terminal, freight with common service level guarantee are fur-
ther grouped together and considered a single commodity. Let K represent the set
of commodities. Each commodity k ∈ K is then characterized by (ok, dk, ek, lk, qk),
where ok is the origin terminal, dk is the destination terminal, ek is the earliest possi-
ble dispatch time at origin terminal, lk is the latest possible arrival time (due time) at
destination terminal and qk is the weight associated with the commodity.
4. Cross-docking at break-bulk terminals: Upon visiting a break-bulk terminal, a com-
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modity is first unloaded from the incoming vehicle, then consolidated with eligible
commodities at the terminal and finally loaded into one of the outbound vehicles.
This process is called cross-docking and δk represents the cross-docking time of com-
modity k ∈ K.
5. Commodity waiting at a terminal : Terminals have fixed capacity for handling (sort-
ing / cross-docking) the incoming commodities and holding the already processed
ones. To capture these capacity restrictions at terminals, including the origin termi-
nals, each commodity is allowed to wait at any terminal for a maximum amount of
time, τW , for further consolidation.
6. Operating periods at a terminal: Each terminal in line-haul network is active for a
pre-defined set of operating periods during the day throughout the planning horizon.
Associated with each operating period of a terminal is a cut-off time representing the
latest arrival time for a freight to be processed (cross-docked) within that operating
period. Any commodity that arrives to a terminal after this time point has to wait the
next operating period to be processed.
7. Planning horizon: LTL freight volumes show significant variability between week
days. On the other hand, they are typically similar across some period of time (e.g.
weeks). Hence, a n-day planning horizon that is wrapped around the beginning of the
chosen planning horizon to represent the repeating nature of the routing decisions is
used to create day-differentiated load plans.
8. Vehicle types: Carriers utilize either company-owned or outsourced vehicles of dif-
ferent types with varying capacities. Depending on the lane, business type and op-
eration schedule (e.g. one-way, out-and-back) these vehicles have different costs per
unit distance.
Given these modeling complexities, we make the following assumptions for solving the
service network design problem.
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• There are as many vehicles as needed.
• The time that freight enters the system in the form of a commodity is taken to be the
first time that it is available for dispatch, i.e. after origin sorting has taken place.
• In this chapter, only company-owned vehicles are considered and the vehicle costs
per unit distance are given for one-way moves. We will cover outsourcing in Chapter
4.
• The volume of each commodity is integer.
• Every commodity can be dispatched in such a way that it meets the service promise
(due time at the destination terminal), i.e. no commodity is allowed to arrive late.
• Holding and handling (e.g. sorting/cross-docking) commodities at a terminal do not
incur any cost.
• A vehicle dispatch can arrive, wait and depart outside the operating periods of a
terminal.
• The cross-docking time is same for each commodity, i.e. δ = δk ∀k ∈ K and it is
considered part of the commodity waiting time at a terminal.
The objective is to find a path, πk, for each individual commodity k ∈ K from its
origin terminal to its destination terminal in the line-haul network while meeting service
requirements, satisfying operational constraints and minimizing the transportation costs.
3.5 Solution Approach
Let LN = (U,L) be the carrier’s line-haul network with the node set U representing the set
of of terminals in the network and the arc set, L, is the set of potential directs connecting
terminals. For each terminal u ∈ U , a set of operating periods, Bu, is specified. An
operating period for terminal u ∈ U , bu ∈ Bu is characterized by (sbu , ebu , cbu), where sbu
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is the start time, ebu is the end time, cbu is the cut-off time associated with the operating
period.
Let V represent the set of vehicle types available at carrier’s disposal. The capacity
of each vehicle type v ∈ V is given by Qv. There are one-way cost per unit distance, clv
associated with each direct l ∈ L and vehicle type v ∈ V . Let γl be the length and tl be the
travel time on direct l ∈ L.
A dispatch ϑ ∈ Θ is characterized by (oϑ, dtϑ, dϑ, atϑ, vϑ) where oϑ is the origin termi-
nal, dtϑ is the departure time at origin terminal, dϑ is destination terminal, atϑ is the arrival
time at destination terminal, vϑ the vehicle type and Kϑ is set of commodities carried on
the dispatch ϑ.
We model the timing of activities such as vehicle dispatch times, commodity waiting
and handling (sorting / consolidation) times at terminals using a time-expanded version of
the line-haul network LN . Given a set of time points, Tu, considered for each terminal
u ∈ U , the time-expanded line-haul network TE-LN = (N,A) is composed of the set
of timed-nodes, N and the set of timed-arcs, A = AD ∪ AH , that connects the timed-
nodes. Each node n = (u, t) ∈ N represents a terminal u ∈ U at a time point t ∈ Tu.
Each arc a = (n1, n2) = ((u1, t1), (u2, t2)) ∈ AD represents a potential dispatch from
terminal u1 at time t1 ∈ Tu1 on direct (u1, u2) arriving at terminal u2 at time t2 ∈ Tu2
when u1 6= u2 and a ∈ AH represents holding a commodity at terminal u from time
t1 ∈ Tu to t2, the next point in Tu after t1, when u1 = u2 = u. Figure 3.2 illustrates a
time-expanded network of three terminals (U1, U2, U3) with a set of timed-nodes specific
for each terminal and timed-arcs representing commodity dispatch from terminal U1 to
terminal U2 and commodity holding at terminal U3 for a wrapped planning horizon.
On the line-haul network, LN , a commodity k ∈ K can either be routed on a direct
l = (ok, dk) or it can visit break-bulk terminals before reaching its destination terminal.
Let Fk be the set of all possible flat paths for commodity k ∈ K on LN . A flat path fk =
(u1, ..., u|fk|) ∈ Fk is a sequence of directs which starts at a commodity’s origin terminal,
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Figure 3.2: A time expanded line-haul network
(a) Flat path
(b) One possible of timed copy of flat path in (a) on a time-
expended network
Figure 3.3: Flat versus timed-path
u1 = ok, and ends at its destination terminal u|f | = dk. When mapped onto TE-LN , each
flat path fk becomes either infeasible due to service and operational constraints or it has
a corresponding set of time-feasible paths, Pkf . Hence the set of all time-feasible paths
for commodity k is Pk = ∪fk∈FkPkf . Each time-feasible path pk = (a1, ..., a|pk|) ∈ Pk is
defined by a sequence of timed-arcs in A. Figure 3.3a shows a flat path and Figure 3.3b
shows one possible timed copy of the same path on a time-extended network.
For any event e (e.g. arrival at a terminal u ∈ U ) that takes place at time τ , if there is
no time point with the same time in Tu, τ is mapped to an existing time point in Tu. We
consider three mapping schemes: optimistic, pessimistic and nearest. These schemes are
described in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.4 visualizes the mappings.












{t|t ≤ τ}|, |τ −min
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{t|t ≥ τ}|)
Figure 3.4: Mapping schemes




{t|t ≤ ek} (3.1)
3.5.1 Marginal cost path-based greedy algorithm
It is possible to formulate an integer program that captures the problem-specific constraints.
However, it will be challenging to solve the realistically sized instances. Thus, we choice
to develop a marginal cost path-based greedy heuristic which determines a time-feasible
path for each commodity k ∈ K on a partially time-expanded line-haul network, TE-LN ,
specified by the line-haul terminals, U , the set of time points, Tu for each terminal u ∈









where nav represents the number of planned vehicle dispatches of type v ∈ V on arc a and
γa is the length of the arc a.
We begin by constructing an initial load plan that specifies a time-feasible path for
each commodity. First, we randomly choose a time-feasible path from a restricted set of
time-feasible paths we calculate for a subset of randomly chosen commodities. For each
commodity, the restricted set of time-feasible paths includes paths where no commodity
waits at a terminal more than τ−W , where τ
−
W << τW . For the remaining commodities,
we determine paths in a greedy and iterative fashion. In each iteration, we consider a
single commodity and choose one of its least marginal cost time-feasible paths. Given
the previously chosen commodity paths, the least marginal cost time-feasible path for a
commodity is the path to which adding the commodity increases the total transportation
cost the least.
Once we identify a time-feasible path for each commodity, we attempt to improve the
load plan generated in the construction part. We make multiple improvement passes where
we investigate the neighborhood of the current feasible solution to minimize the total trans-
portation cost. In each pass, we remove one commodity at a time from its current path and
assign it to its least marginal cost time-feasible path without modifying the paths for the
rest of the commodities. We only change the time-feasible path for a commodity when the
change improves the total transportation cost.
Except for the initialization step in the construction part of the algorithm, we process
commodities in the increasing order of their routing flexibility on the line-haul network. Let
lk be the direct lane between ok and dk and let tlk be the travel time on it. Then, the routing
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flexibility of commodity k, φk, is defined by
φk = (lk − ek)− tlk (3.3)
As it is harder to find consolidation opportunities for commodities with low routing
flexibility we choose paths for such commodities in early stages of the algorithm and align
the paths for more flexible commodities with them to improve the transportation costs. In
case of ties in routing flexibility, we process the commodities in decreasing order of the
commodity volumes. It is harder to find available capacity and route commodities with
high volume at no cost. We are more flexible with our path choices for commodities with
low volume as they can more likely fit into the vehicles that we have already chosen for the
previous commodities. The steps of the greedy heuristic is given by Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: Marginal cost path-based greedy algorithm for load planning
// Construction
Select a subset of commodities (Ki) randomly.
for k ∈ Ki do
Determine a subset of time-feasible paths restricted by the waiting time at
terminals.
Select one of the time-feasible paths from the restricted set randomly.
end
Sort the remaining commodities (K− = K\Ki) in the increasing order of routing
flexibility. In case of ties, sort the commodities in descending order of volume.
for k ∈ K− do
Select the least-cost time-feasible path for commodity k.
end
// Improvement passes
for m = 1, ...,M do
Sort all commodities in the increasing order of routing flexibility. In case of
ties, sort the commodities in descending order of volume.
for k ∈ K do
Remove commodity k from its time-feasible path.
Select the least-cost time-feasible path for commodity k.
end
// Consolidation improvement attempts
Eliminate vehicles by vehicle utilization.
Eliminate vehicles by dispatch alignment.
end
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Marginal cost of a dispatch arc
Let ωa be the total commodity volume and Ca(ωa) be the total cost per unit distance on
dispatch arc a before including commodity k. Then, the marginal cost of dispatch arc a for
commodity k, λka, is the direct distance, γa, times the difference between the total cost per
unit distance before and after adding commodity k to a, i.e.
λka = (Ca(ωa + qk)− Ca(ωa))γa. (3.4)
Assuming the total commodity volume on a dispatch arc can be split across vehicles,
we find the optimal number of vehicles of each type to carry a total commodity volume, w,




minv∈V ∧ω≤Qv{clv + Ca(ω −Qv)}, ω > 0
0, ω = 0
The cost of routing a new commodity k on a time-feasible path pk ∈ Pk, Λpk , is the










Each time we search for the least marginal cost time-feasible path for a commodity,
we need to calculate the marginal costs for dispatch arcs. In order to speed up the search,
we memoize previously observed integer dispatch volumes and the corresponding vehicle
combinations that will carry them with the minimum transportation cost on each direct lane
l ∈ L.
Least marginal cost time-feasible path
Given the previously chosen set of paths for a set of commodities, we identify a least
marginal cost (cheapest) paths to route the next commodity k from its origin terminal to
its destination terminal while making feasible connections between terminals and meeting
due time at its destination terminal. Depending on its routing flexibility, a commodity k
can reach multiple timed-nodes of destination terminal, dk, in TE-LN . Finding a cheapest
path for commodity k is same as finding a shortest path with non-negative weights from a
single origin to one of the nodes in a set of potential destinations while satisfying problem
specific constraints.
We use an algorithm similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm [57], where we account for con-
straints specific to our problem (e.g. cross-docking requirement at intermediate terminals,
holding limit at terminals, having multiple timed-nodes of destination terminals). We main-
tain a priority queue of nodes using the data structure, binary (minimum) heap, and a set
of visited nodes. An entry to the heap is characterized by (n,Cn, Rn, Hn, P red(n)), where
n ∈ N , Cn is the cumulative cost incurred after reaching node n, Rn is the remaining avail-
able time to reach the destination terminal from node n, Hn is the total time commodity
held at the terminal u ∈ U associated with n and finally Pred(n) is the predecessor node
of node n, used for determining the path at the end of algorithm. We initialize the heap by
(n = (ok, ek), 0, lk − ek, 0,−1).
Using the cost as the priority of a node, we successively extract the minimum cost node
from min-heap. Each time we extract a node from heap, we add the node to the set of visited
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nodes if it is not already visited, otherwise we discard the node. If the extracted node is the
destination terminal, the algorithm terminates with a cheapest path otherwise we examine
all reachable nodes from it. If the service requirements and operational constraints (cross-
docking requirement at break-bulk terminals, waiting time limit at terminals, due time at
destination terminals) are not violated, we insert the reachable nodes to the heap. If heap
becomes empty, it means there is no feasible path for the commodity.
Proposition 1. If a node n is added to the list of visited nodes, Cn is equal to the cost of
the cheapest path from source node (ok, ek) to node n for commodity k.
Proof. Proof by contradiction. Assume that a node n is added to the list of visited nodes
and Cn is not the cheapest path cost from source node to node n. Then, it means either (1)
there should be another heap entry for node n with smaller cost or (2) such an entry has not
been added to the heap yet.
(1) From the min-heap property, we know each entry has a cost greater than or equal to
Cn when n was extracted from the heap.
(2) If there was another path to node n which leads to smaller cost than Cn, due to
the exploration rule (nodes with smaller cost first), it should have been explored before the
current entry node n and it should have been already in the list of visited nodes.
Corollary 1. It is sufficient to visit each node at most once.
Proof. In each step, we expand the search from the cheapest reachable node. Hence, the
cost of a node extracted from min-heap is always greater than or equal to the cost of the
previous extracted nodes. If a node, say n, is in the list of visited nodes and becomes the
cheapest reachable node at some step in the procedure, there is no need to process the node
n since it will lead to including node n’s reachable nodes to the heap with higher costs.
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3.5.2 Vehicle elimination by vehicle utilization
It is not always possible to eliminate low-utilized vehicle dispatches by sequentially re-
moving commodities from their current paths and assigning them to their least-cost time-
feasible paths. Hence, we also investigate eliminating an entire vehicle dispatch ϑ with low
utilization by removing all commodities on ϑ from their current paths.
LetKa represent the set of commodities carried on dispatch arc a ∈ A∗D, UT a represent






), Θa be the set of trucks scheduled
on dispatch arc a ∈ A∗D and Kϑ be the set of commodities carried on vehicle dispatch
ϑ ∈ Θ. Among the set of dispatch arcs (AR) in which each arc utilization is less than
a chosen utilization threshold and the each arc distance is greater than a chosen distance
threshold, we choose a dispatch arc randomly and eliminate the least utilized vehicle on it,
if it improves the total cost.
Algorithm 4 describes the steps of the vehicle elimination procedure. < represents the
number of vehicle elimination trials.
Algorithm 4: Vehicle elimination by vehicle utilization
for r = 1, ...,< do
Randomly pick a dispatch arc a ∈ AR.
Find the vehicle dispatch ϑ ∈ Θa that is that is not fully loaded.
Remove vehicle dispatch ϑ by removing all commodities carried on ϑ from
their current paths.
Sort all the removed commodities (Kϑ) in the increasing order of routing
flexibility. In case of ties, sort the commodities in descending order of volume.
for k ∈ Kϑ do
Select the least-cost time-feasible path.
end
Keep the solution if total cost improves, otherwise revert the changes.
end
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3.5.3 Vehicle elimination by dispatch alignment
In given a load plan, commodities with high routing flexibility might be routed on paths that
arrive at their destination terminal earlier than their due times. This creates the opportunity
to change the actual departure times of the dispatches that these commodities belong to.
We may then align and consolidate commodities scheduled on each direct lane in time and
decrease the total transportation cost by eliminating the low-utilized vehicles.
To align commodities in time, we first need to determine how much we can move the
departure time of a vehicle dispatch ϑ ∈ Θ such that commodities on ϑ can still make
feasible connections between terminals, satisfy holding time limit at terminals and meet
their due times at their destination terminals. [35] introduced a linear programming model
that identifies a dispatch window for each dispatch constructed. Their goal was to identify
dispatch windows that provided the most flexibility. Therefore, they maximized the sum of
the widths of the individual windows for each dispatch in their linear program. We modify
this model to take (i) waiting time limit at terminals, (ii) cross-docking time at break-
bulk terminals and (iii) wrapped planning horizon into account. Table 3.2 summarizes the
notation used in our dispatch window selection model.
Table 3.2: Notation for dispatch window selection model
Sets
K Set of commodities
Kw Set of commodities with wrapped path
A∗D Set of dispatch arcs with at least one vehicle dispatch
Parameters
σa Current departure time of dispatch a ∈ A∗D
lk Due time at destination terminal for commodity k ∈ K
δ Cross-docking time at break-bulk terminals
ta Travel time on dispatch arc a ∈ A∗D
ak1 , a
k
2 , ..., a
k
nk
Sequence of dispatches used to move commodity k ∈ K
eaki Earliest departure time of commodity k on dispatch
aki ∈ πk, i = 1, ..., nk
τW Maximum waiting time at a terminal
Decision Variables
αa Earliest departure time for dispatch a ∈ A∗D
βa Latest departure time for dispatch a ∈ A∗D
First, we introduce a constraint that ensures if all dispatches occur during their dispatch
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windows, then no commodity waits more than τW at any terminal except for the destination
terminals. Once a commodity arrives to its destination terminal, we consider it to be passed
to inter-city operations for further processing. Figure 3.5 visualizes the waiting time limit
at terminal U2 for a commodity that arrives U2 on dispatch i and leaves U2 on dispatch
i+ 1.
Figure 3.5: Waiting time limit at a terminal with dispatch windows
Each commodity k that visits a break-bulk terminal goes through the cross-docking
process and the time it takes to cross-dock each commodity is δ. The terminals are func-
tional during a set of operating periods within the planning period. Within each operating
period, cross-docking can only start before a cut-off time that is specific to the operating
period. This implies a lower bound on the earliest possible departure time for a commodity
at each break-bulk terminal. Figure 3.6 illustrates the earliest departure time at break-bulk
terminal, U2, for a commodity that arrives U2 on dispatch i and leaves U2 on dispatch
i+ 1.
We are further constrained with the dispatch window selection on a wrapped planning
period. Let σa be departure time of a dispatch a ∈ AD. Let Kw be set of commodities
whose paths are wrapped. For each commodity k ∈ Kw, let ιk be the index representing
the dispatch that is followed by a dispatch whose arrival time is wrapped on path πk =
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), i.e. ιk < nk. Then, for each commodity k ∈ Kw, we take the latest possible
dispatch time for dispatch akιk as σakιk and the earliest possible dispatch time for dispatch
akιk+1 as σakιk+1
. For each commodity k ∈ K, we define the earliest possible dispatch time
at the origin as eak1 = 0 if σak1 < ek and as eak1 = ek if σak1 ≥ e
k and we assume the due
time lk = σaknk if lk < σaknk .
Figure 3.7 shows a wrapped commodity path. The potential dispatch windows are
represented with the dashed lines.
Rather than considering individual vehicle dispatches on a dispatch arc separately, we
work with dispatch arcs, A∗D. Once we align dispatch arcs, we aggregate commodity vol-
umes from aligned vehicle dispatches and recalculate the optimal combination of dispatch
vehicles for the aggregate commodity volume.
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(βa − αa) (3.7)




αaki ≥ eaki , ∀k ∈ K, i = 1, ..., nk, a
k
i ∈ A∗D (3.9)
βaki + taki + δ ≤ eaki+1 , ∀k ∈ K \K
w, i = 1, ..., nk − 1, aki , aki+1 ∈ A∗D
(3.10)
βaki + taki + δ ≤ eaki+1 , ∀k ∈ K




, ∀k ∈ Kw, i = ιk, aki ∈ A∗D (3.12)
βka1 = σak1 , ∀k ∈ K, a
k
1 ∈ A∗D (3.13)
βaki+1 − αaki − taki ≤ τW , ∀k ∈ K \K
w, i = 1, ..., nk − 1, aki ∈ A∗D (3.14)
βaki+1 − αaki − taki ≤ τW , ∀k ∈ K
w, i = 1, ..., nk − 1, i 6= ιk, aki ∈ A∗D
(3.15)
αaki ≤ σaki ≤ βaki , ∀k ∈ K, i = 1, ..., nk, a
k
i ∈ A∗D (3.16)
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Constraints (3.8) ensure that each commodity arrives its destination terminal before its
due time. Constraints (3.9) ensure that the earliest departure time on dispatch arc a ∈
A∗D is not earlier than the earliest departure of commodities carried on the dispatch arc a.
Constraints (3.10)-(3.11) ensure feasible connections at break-bulk terminals. Constraints
(3.12) ensure that for each commodity k ∈ Kw, the latest departure time for the dispatch
with index ιk is equal to the current departure time of dispatch, σakιk . Constraints (3.13)-
(3.15) ensure that no commodity waits more than τW at the origin and break-bulk terminals.
Constraints (3.16) ensure that the current departure time of each dispatch remains feasible.
The objective is to maximize the sum of the widths of the individual windows for each
dispatch arc.
There can be alternative solutions that maximize the sum of the widths of the individual
windows. We select the one that maximizes the minimum width of individual windows with
the following linear program.
max η (3.17)
subject to (3.8− 3.16)∑
a∈A∗D
(βa − αa) = z∗ (3.18)
η ≤ βa − αa, ∀a ∈ A∗D (3.19)
Once we identify dispatch windows for each dispatch arc a ∈ A∗D, we solve a dispatch
alignment model to minimize the total number of dispatch departure times over the plan-
ning horizon. Table 3.3 summarizes the notation used in the dispatch alignment model.
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Table 3.3: Notation for dispatch alignment model
Sets
L Set of direct lanes
Al∗D Set of dispatch arcs on lane l ∈ L
Dal Set of time points that fall into dispatch window of al ∈ Al∗D on lane
l = (ul1, u
l
2) ∈ L, i.e. Dal ⊆ Tul1
Decision variables
ylt 1 if there is dispatch departure on lane l = (ul1, u
l
2) ∈ L at time t ∈ Tul1 ,
0 otherwise
xalt 1 if dispatch vehicles on dispatch arc al ∈ Al∗D on lane l = (ul1, ul2) ∈ L











xalt = 1, ∀l ∈ L,∀a ∈ Al∗D (3.21)
ylt ≥ xalt, ∀l ∈ L,∀al ∈ Al∗D,∀t ∈ Tul1 (3.22)
ylt ∈ {0, 1}, ∀l ∈ L,∀t ∈ Tul1 (3.23)
xalt ∈ {0, 1}, ∀l ∈ L,∀al ∈ Al∗D,∀t ∈ Dal (3.24)
Constraints (3.21) ensure that each vehicle dispatch departs at a single time point within
its dispatch window. Constraints (3.22) keep track of the unique dispatch departure times.
Constraints (3.23) and (3.24) define the domain of the decision variables. The objective is
to minimize the sum of the number of unique dispatch departure times on the direct lanes.
We then aggregate commodities with the common departure times and identify the
best combination of vehicles to carry the aggregated commodity volume with minimum
transportation cost.
3.5.4 Time-expanded line-haul network refinement
The load plans generated on TE-LN using optimistic and nearest mappings do not nec-
essarily produce commodity paths that are feasible for the continuous time version of
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TE-LN , i.e. having timed nodes at every minute at every terminal in the line-haul network.
Both mappings underestimate the dispatch arrival times which can lead to infeasible dis-
patch connections and missing commodity due times at destination terminals. Pessimistic
approach, on the other hand, generates feasible continuous-time solution, often with high
cost.
To eliminate infeasibilities due to the discretization of time, we iteratively refine the
time-expanded line-haul network by including carefully chosen time-points to TE-LN
such that commodity paths that are infeasible in the fully time-expanded TE-LN , also
become infeasible in the partially time-expanded TE-LN . To maintain and improve the
solution quality, we also make improvement passes within the procedure. Algorithm 5 de-
scribes the steps for the time-expanded line-haul refinement, where ς controls the degree of
the refinement in each iteration.
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Algorithm 5: Time-expanded line-haul network refinement
while a continuous-time feasible solution is not found do
Sort commodities in descending order of the number of infeasible dispatch
connections on their paths. In case of ties, sort the commodities in descending
order of commodity volume.
Choose the top ς% of infeasible commodity paths. Remove the chosen
infeasible commodities from their paths.
Add timed nodes representing the actual dispatch arrival times on the chosen
infeasible commodity paths to TE-LN .
Add start time of commodities whose dispatch times at the origin terminal is
earlier than their actual earliest possible dispatch time the origin terminal.
Remove commodities whose paths were affected with the introduction of new
timed nodes.
Sort all the removed commodities (KR) in the increasing order of routing
flexibility. In case of ties, sort the commodities in descending order of volume.
for k ∈ KR do




We tested our solution approach for one of the largest Chinese small parcel carriers, SF
Express. We used their data from South China from March 27, 2019 to April 1, 2019 on
59 terminal network for 60,073 commodities. Table 3.4 gives the summary statistics on
the input data set and Table 3.5 lists the nine vehicle types operating in the network. SF
provided travel information for 3,306 lanes which means the travel information (distance
and travel time) was not available for 5% of the lanes. Among these 3,306 lanes, only
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1,778 lanes have cost (per km) information for some subset of the nine vehicles and usable
in our study. For each of the 60,073 commodities, the travel and vehicle information was
available for the direct lane between the origin and destination terminals.
Table 3.4: Description of input data
Statistics Value
Number of commodities 60,073
Number of terminals 59
Number of cities 28
Number of terminals (commodity origin) 58
Number of terminals (commodity destination) 55
Minimum/maximum/average time between commodity due time and release time (h) 1.0 / 71.72 / 9.05
Minimum/maximum/average commodity routing flexibility 0.09 /71.18/ 5.91
Table 3.5: Vehicle types and capacities
Type 1 1.5 2 3 5 7 14 20 30
Capacity (kg) 1,000 1,500 1,800 2,000 3,500 6,400 7,100 8,500 13,300
Figure 3.8 shows the histogram of routing flexibility for 60,073 commodities. The
majority of commodities have less than 10 hours of slack time on the terminal network.
Figure 3.8: Routing flexibility
We chose a base model setting to experiment with different modeling complexities and
to test different algorithmic ideas. All else being equal, we changed one or a group of
parameters from the base model in our experiments. Table 3.6 shows the modeling com-
plexities and algorithmic choices chosen in the base model setting and Table 3.7 reports the
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total cost after each step of the algorithm. The total cost after the iterative time refinement
(ITR) denotes the total cost for the solution that is feasible for the continuous time version
of the problem.
Table 3.6: Base model setting - flow planning
Modeling choices
Operating hours at a terminal Terminal-specific periods
Intermediate terminals One terminal per city
Holding limit at a terminal 60 min
Cross-docking time 20 min
Algorithmic choices
Initial discretization 20 min
Time mapping Optimistic
% commodities routed randomly at the beginning 0%
Number of improvement passes 5 passes
Consolidation None
% of infeasible commodities re-routed at each refinement step 50%
Table 3.7: Base model setting - total cost
Total cost
Construction (C) 7,127,425
Improvement Passes (IP) 6,796,950
Iterative Time Refinement (ITR) 8,435,694
For each intermediate terminal in the base model setting, we calculated the commod-
ity traffic on them and identified the following three subsets of intermediate terminals to
experiment with.
• Subset 1: One terminal in the cities that have multiple terminals and a set of central
terminals that were visited by more than 1,000 commodities.
• Subset 2: Terminals that were visited by more than 1,000 commodities.
• Subset 3: Terminals that were visited by more than 500 commodities.
Table 3.8 shows the selected intermediate terminals in each subset.
We used the computational cluster maintained by the School of Industrial and Systems
Engineering at Georgia Institute of Technology to conduct our computational study. The
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Table 3.8: Intermediate terminal selection
City # Intermediate terminals # commodities via intermediate terminal Subset 1 Subset 2 Subset 3
terminals (One per city) (base experiment setting)
020 9 020X 4,341 020X 020X 020X
755 8 755R 7,327 755R 755R 755R
769 4 769WB 14,380 769WB 769WB 769WB
791 4 791W 678 791W - 791W
757 3 757WH 2,804 757WH 757WH 757WH
595 3 595X 1,652 595X 595X 595X
591 2 591R 100 591R - -
592 2 592W 3,739 592W 592W 592W
752 2 752WH 482 752WH - -
756 2 756R 32 756R - -
663 2 663WH 0 663WH - -
797 2 797W 880 797W - 797W
594 1 594W 778 - - 594W
596 1 596VA 230 - - -
597 1 597VA 82 - - -
599 1 599VA 36 - - -
660 1 660VW 179 - - -
668 1 668VA 865 - - 668VA
701 1 701VA 64 - - -
750 1 750W 3,253 750W 750W 750W
751 1 751VA 219 - - -
759 1 759VA 123 - - -
760 1 760W 6,991 760W 760W 760W
762 1 762VA 514 - - 762VA
793 1 793VA 22 - - -
795 1 795VA 389 - - -
8981 1 8981V 9 - - -
898 1 898W 210 - - -
heuristic algorithm and optimization models were implemented in Python 2.7. The opti-
mization models were solved by Gurobi 9.0. The computers used in the study had Xeon
E5645 processors and 96 GB of RAM.
Table 3.9 shows the output of the experiments on modeling choices. Tables 3.10 - 3.11
give the output of the experiments on algorithmic choices. In both tables, I denotes the
number of refinement iterations. Unless otherwise stated, the total cost refers the total cost
obtained at the end of the iterative refinement step in the discussions given in Section 3.6.1
- 3.6.2.
3.6.1 Modeling choices
In this section, we discuss the experiment results, summarized in Table 3.9, for the real-life
complexities we have included in our model. To begin with, the experiments with interme-
diate terminals show that in the absence of intermediate terminals, the total cost is almost
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four times as much compared to the base model setting, where one intermediate terminal is
chosen for each city. Among the experiments with three subsets of intermediate terminals,
the experiment with Subset 3 results in the lowest cost, which is higher than the cost of base
model setting. The results stress the importance of choosing the right number and location
of intermediate terminals to take advantage of consolidation opportunities. Second, we
observe that the total cost is lower when terminals do not have terminal specific operating
periods. However, the experiment takes almost 6 times longer to correct the infeasibilities
in the solution due to time discretization. Third, the experiments with cross-docking show
that shorter cross-docking time at terminals yields lower total cost. The results suggest that
with longer the cross-docking times in the presence of terminal-specific operating periods,
it becomes hard to find consolidation opportunities. Finally, Table 3.9 shows that the total
cost ranges from 5.7 million to 50 million as the holding limit at a terminal decreases from
infinity to zero. When the commodities cannot wait at terminals (Experiment: Holding
limit - 0 min), the only option is to route all commodities on their direct paths, leaving the
origin terminal at the earliest possible dispatch time. While this leaves no room for consol-
idation, having commodities wait up to an hour at their origin terminals without the option
of visiting intermediate terminals (Experiment: Intermediate terminals - None) allows con-
solidation of commodities (with the common destination terminal) at origin terminals and
decreases the total cost by almost 20 million and increases the total utilization by 2% com-
pared to the case of no holding at a terminal (Experiment: Holding limit - 0 min). In
addition to that, in the experiment with cross-docking time of 60 minutes (Experiment:
Cross-docking time - 60 min), commodities can visit intermediate terminals only if they
can be cross-docked upon arriving and be dispatched immediately after their cross-docking
is complete (as cross-docking time is included within the holding time of 60 minutes) and
this results in a total cost (23 million) lower than the total cost for the experiment with no

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Next, we discuss the experiment results on algorithmic choices and their impact on the
solution quality and computational speed. The summary results for the experiments on
algorithmic choices are given in Tables 3.10 and 3.11.
The experiments on time discretization in Table 3.10 show that more granular the time-
extended network, lower the total cost. The decrease in the total cost between consecutive
time discretizations suggests that adding time points only yields marginal improvement in
total cost while increasing run time as the time-extended network becomes more granular.
For instance, while the improvement in the total cost from experiment with 40 minutes time
discretization (Experiment: Discretization - 40 min) to the experiment with 20 minutes time
discretization (Experiment: Discretization - 20 min) was 6.21%, it was only 0.16% from
the experiment with 10 minutes time discretization (Experiment: Discretization - 10 min)
to 5 minutes time discretization (Experiment: Discretization - 5 min).
In Table 3.10, the experiment with optimistic time mapping (Experiment: Time Map-
ping - Optimistic) results in the lowest cost compared to the nearest (Experiment: Time
Mapping - Nearest) and the pessimistic (Experiment: Time Mapping - Pessimistic) time
mappings and the longest run time among all mappings. Most of this run time was spent
in iterative refinement step to correct infeasibilities caused by optimistic mappings of event
times in the partially time-extended network.
According to our experiments, the initialization of the time-extended network by ran-
domly routing commodities at the beginning did not have a clear impact on the total cost
as show in Table 3.10.
The experiments on the number of improvement passes in Table 3.10 show that with-
out consolidation ideas, the total cost after IP does not improve after 20 passes. With 100
improvement passes, the experiment takes 13.85 hours whereas the experiment with 5 im-
provement passes takes only 2.74 hours with slightly higher total cost after improvement
passes. Figure 3.10 plots the total cost after each improvement pass using the the base
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model setting.
In Tables 3.10 - 3.11, we present the experiments on the model parameters used in Sec-
tion 3.5.2 for vehicle elimination by vehicle utilization. We explore several thresholds for
utilization and distance to choose dispatch arcs for vehicle removal trials. Among the ex-
periments we performed using the base model setting, the total cost after IP is the smallest
for 1000 trials with the distance threshold of 50 km and the utilization threshold of 20%.
Figure 3.9 shows the change in total cost with vehicle removal for the chosen parameters
at each improvement pass.
Using 1000 trials / 50km / 20% setting, we conducted experiments to understand the
effect of consolidation ideas on the total cost. Compared to no consolidation, both consoli-
dation ideas (vehicle removal and dispatch alignment) lowers total cost after improvement
passes (IP). The lowest total cost after IP is obtained by combining the both consolidation
ideas, i.e. performing vehicle removal trials followed by dispatch alignment at each im-
provement pass. However, this reduction in the total cost disappears when we correct for
infeasibilities in iterative time refinement step.
One of the reason for this limited benefit derived from consolidation ideas could be the
commodities with low routing flexibility. For instance, the attempts to consolidate com-
modities by vehicle removal will likely fail as the commodities with low routing flexibility
are less likely to change their current paths than commodities with high routing flexibility.
To investigate this further, we ran experiments (using the base model setting) only with
the commodities whose maximum routing flexibility is less than 1 hour, 2 hours and 3
hours. In Table 3.12, the experiment results suggest that planning commodities with max-
imum routing flexibility of 1 hour, 2 hours and 3 hours (5.13%, 20.31%, 35.03% of the
total commodities) account for 18.61%, 40.53%, 58.66% of the total cost of planning all
commodities respectively.
The iterative time refinement strategy of correcting the half of the infeasible commodity
paths at each iteration resulted in the the lowest total cost compared to correcting less than
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half or all of the infeasible commodity paths. Figure 3.11 shows the changes in the total
cost, the number of infeasible commodities, the number of nodes and the number of arcs at
each refinement iteration for the base model setting.
We also tested several scenarios to include improvement passes after each refinement it-
eration. The results in Table 3.11 suggest that including improvement passes in the iterative
refinement step improves the total cost. We observe that with and without the consolidation
ideas, the improvement passes after each iterative time refinement decreases the total cost.
However, the iterative refinement step takes longer as we make improvement passes on the







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.9: Vehicle removal trails
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Figure 3.10: Improvement passes
Figure 3.11: Iterative time refinement
3.6.3 Terminal utilization
We further investigate how the commodities utilize terminals and how the algorithmic and
modeling choices affect the frequency of visits to terminals using the base model setting.
Intermediate terminal visits
The experiments in Table 3.9 show the benefit of having intermediate terminals to consoli-
date commodities at central locations and to decrease the total transportation cost. Depend-
ing on their routing flexibility, the commodities utilize intermediate terminals in different
levels. In Table 3.13, we summarize the number of commodities, the average routing flex-
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Table 3.13: Intermediate terminals on commodity paths
# intermediate # Average Average
terminals commodities direct distance(km) direct travel time(h)
0 25,047 126.21 1.84
1 18,055 224.25 3.09
2 10,153 336.93 4.52
3 4,491 430.34 5.75
4 1,637 492.84 6.62
5 514 496.23 6.74
6 131 501.08 6.75
7 36 510.74 6.75
8 7 513.02 7.12
9 2 462.75 6.04
ibility, the average distance and travel time on direct lane between origin and destination
terminals broken down by the number of intermediate terminals visited on a commodity
path. The results show that for a few commodities that visited 5 or more intermediate ter-
minals, the average direct distance is more than twice the average distance for commodities
that are routed on their direct lane between origin and destination terminals.
Cycling between terminals
In the load plan generated using the base model setting, we observe that 5.48% of the total
commodities visit at least one terminal (except for its destination terminal) more than once
as shown in Figure 3.12.
One possible explanation to these multiple visits can be that by cycling between ter-
minals, commodities can avoid the holding time limit at terminals (60 minutes in the base
model setting) and align with commodities in time for further consolidation if they can be
routed for free on dispatch arcs with extra capacity. To test our hypothesis, in our marginal
cost calculation for the dispatch arcs (see Section 3.5.1), we introduce a fixed penalty1 on
each dispatch arc. As holding commodities at a terminal is assumed not to incur any cost,
this penalty prioritizes holding over dispatch and thus deincentivizes commodities cycling
1We do not include this penalty in our total cost calculation.
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Figure 3.12: Cycling between terminals
between terminals only because it is free to do so. To understand how sensitive the cycling
behaviour is to this penalty, we experimented with five penalty values ranging from 1 to
1,000. Table 3.15 summarizes the cycling analysis on the number of intermediate terminals
visited more than once for the chosen penalty values and Table 3.16 summarizes the results
of these experiments. Compared to no penalty case, having a positive penalty decreases the
number of commodities that visit at least one terminal more than once. While the percent-
age of commodity paths without cycling increases from 94.52% to 99.86%, the total cost
also increased from 8,435,694 to 17,311,570 as the penalty increases from 0 to 1000. As
the penalty increases, we see that the number of commodities routed on their direct lanes
between their origin and destination terminals also increases (Table 3.14).
Table 3.14: Commodities on direct lanes
Cycling penalty 0 1 10 100 1000




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































To understand how sensitive the cycling behavior to the holding limit at terminals is,
we ran experiments with different cycling penalties and holding limits. Table 3.17 shows
the percentage of commodity paths without cycling between terminals for a set of cycling
penalty and holding limit combinations. When holding limit is 0, commodities are routed
on the direct lanes between their origin and destination terminals and there is no cycling.
With and without the cycling penalty, we see that the percentage of commodity paths with-
out cycling increases as the holding limit increases. The percentage of commodity paths
without cycling increases as the cycling penalty increased expect for few cases. The results
are less sensitive to the penalty increase from 1 to 10 compared to the penalty increases
from 10 to 100 or from 100 to 1,000. As expected, without holding limit, as soon as we
introduce a penalty cost, all commodity paths become free of cycling.
Table 3.17: Commodity paths without cycling
Cycling penalty
Holding limit 0 1 10 100 1000
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
60 min 94.52 % 97.83% 97.81% 98.72% 99.86%
120 min 95.38% 98.91% 98.81% 99.23% 99.96%
180 min 96.46% 99.21% 99.46% 99.58% 99.99%






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In this chapter, we have introduced a marginal cost path-based greedy heuristic for the so-
lution of large-scale instances of the service network design problem, i.e., the routing of
freight from its origin to its destination while minimizing total transportation costs in the
transportation (line-haul) network. We have also introduced a novel use of iterative time
refinement within the greedy heuristic to obtain a continuous-time feasible solution of the
service network design problem. Our algorithmic design choices have been motivated by
the need to solve real-world instances for which it is impossible to rely on integer program-
ming approaches (even with the most advances, fastest commercial solvers). In addition
to its speed, the approach also allows the incorporation of many real-world complexities,
which is necessary if optimization technology is to be used in practice. The output of the
solution approach is a load plan which specifies the vehicle dispatches between terminals
and the origin-destination route for each commodity (in terms of vehicle dispatches from
each visited terminal). The load plan implicitly assumes that all planned dispatches are per-
formed as one-way moves. However, this is not the reality because the drivers that perform
the planned dispatches have to return home. Having drivers return home with an empty
vehicle is too costly and unrealistic in practice. For this reason, in Chapter 4, we look
into identifying feasible driver schedules to execute a load plan, so as to minimize the total




DRIVER CONSIDERATIONS AND OUTSOURCING IN SERVICE NETWORK
DESIGN
4.1 Introduction
Companies in the express and parcel delivery business (e.g. UPS (US), DHL (Europe), Toll
Express (Australia), SF Express (China)) offer their customers reliable and fast delivery of
packages with varying sizes and weights between locations that are far apart from each
other. With the rapid growth of e-commerce industry in the recent years, these companies
have to deal with increased freight volume with tighter service level guarantees. In order
to keep their costs down, they continuously revise their strategic and tactical plans for their
line-haul transportation.
When planning line-haul operations, companies choose the mode(s) of transportation
they will use to move freight within the line-haul network. Each mode of transportation
requires a different set of resources and has different cost components. Along with the
mode choice, companies make labor and equipment planning to determine their long-term
and seasonal resource needs in order to provide reliable and fast service to their customers.
In tactical level, they focus on flow planning and route optimization in order to utilize the
available resources in the most cost-effective way possible.
Line-haul drivers and vehicles are two main resources for companies in ground freight
transportation business. Based on line-haul demand estimates, companies maintain a pool
of drivers and vehicles to ensure fast and reliable service to their customers. One way
to build such a pool is to hire drivers who become either full-time or part-time company
employees and to invest in company-owned vehicles. Companies can also outsource part
of their transportation operations to the contractors who want to leverage their empty back-
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haul capacity and/or any available resources in their line-haul network. These contractors
agree to reserve their drivers and vehicles to the exclusive use of the shippers following the
terms of contract of carriage signed between two parties. The contract terms may specify
the length of contract, the rates for different driver and vehicle types on a set of lanes over
the contractual period of time.
By investing in their own fleet of drivers and vehicles, companies do not have to rely
on other carriers to provide reliable service to their customers and they have more flexi-
bility on how they can utilize their resources. However, this flexibility brings high capital
and maintenance costs for company-owned vehicles, additional workload of recruiting and
training prospective company drivers and high compensations offered to retain them. With
outsourcing, companies can cut many of these expenses, but they accept the risk of resource
shortage when they need them.
Either hired or outsourced, the line-haul drivers can work as local, regional or over
the road (OTR) drivers. Local drivers operate usually alone on short routes between local
terminals that are within a certain radius (e.g. 300 miles) of their home base. Thus, they
can be home daily at the end of their shifts. Regional drivers haul freight within a specific
region which is larger than a local driver’s coverage. These drivers are usually on the road
during the week and return home for the weekends. OTR drivers are long-haulers who are
on the road for an extended period of time hauling freight long distances. They return home
less frequently than regional drivers. Both regional and OTR drivers can work solo or team
up with another driver. While the local drivers are often expected to load and unload the
freight by themselves, regional and OTR drivers are usually responsible for only dropping
one trailer and picking up another one at a terminal. The dock workers sort, handle, load
and unload the incoming and outgoing freight during the terminal operating periods. The
drivers are either paid salary or per unit distance traveled which may vary by the vehicle
type and the lane. Driver may receive hourly or flat rate for layovers.
Depending on the scale of company operations and the anticipated demand surges,
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companies build their own pool of drivers and vehicles to move freight in their line-haul
network. Each driver is assigned to a dispatch route which is composed of one or more
planned dispatches and potentially empty legs. Either hired or outsourced, each route needs
to comply with the regulations on working hours of drivers such as the rest breaks, the limit
on consecutive driving hours and the daily limit on total driving hours.
Companies can only plan round trips for their company drivers who expect to return
back home at the end of their shifts. Assigning single dispatch to a company driver means
that the driver will drive back empty and still get paid for both the loaded and the empty
legs. On the other hand, when companies outsource dispatches, they only pay for costs
specified on the contract for the outsourced move. Contractors also need to build cycles for
their drivers, but they do it by combining dispatches from multiple shippers. Sometimes,
contractors are willing to offer discounts when shippers offer complete cycles. Although a
contractor might be willing to serve shipper cycles, it is unlikely that a shipper outsources
all of its transportation operations as it would create complete dependency to the contrac-
tors.
Table 4.1 shows an example of cost rates for driver and movement types where cycle
outsourcing is the cheapest option. It costs $296, $243 and $240 to ship a freight with total
weight of 800 kg from A to B with company drivers, outsourcing a one-way move and
outsourcing a cycle respectively.
Table 4.1: Example cost rates for driver and movement types
Lane Vehicle Distance Company Contractor Contractor
(From - To) Capacity (kg) (km) One-way (per km) One-way (per km) Cycle (per km)
A - B 5,000 90 1.6 2.7 1.4
B - A 5,000 95 1.6 2.7 1.2
In this chapter, we study the driver scheduling problem in service network design in
which we look into identifying time-feasible driver schedules to execute a load plan, i.e.,
the set of planned vehicle dispatches, so as to maximize the total cost savings over the
(unrealistic) scenario in which company drivers perform one-way moves and return empty
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while respecting hours-of-service regulations and company rules. In addition to company
operations, we consider the option of outsourcing transportation and assess its benefits for
different negotiated prices with contractors.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.2 explores the related
literature review on the vehicle routing and driver scheduling problems. Section 4.3 states
the problem with the modeling choices and assumptions. Section 4.4 describes the solution
approach. Section 4.5 details how we generate input data for computational study. Section
4.6 discusses the experiments and their results. Finally, Section 4.7 summarize the main
contributions and future research directions.
4.2 Literature Review
To best of our knowledge, there are few, if any, studies in the literature that address driver
considerations and outsourcing opportunities in service network design, even though these
are critically important in real-world settings. On the other hand, there are several studies
in vehicle routing problem (VRP) literature that consider working hours and rest periods of
truck drivers and outsourcing.
Similar to our work, [56] presented a scheduling approach which creates operational
schedules that can be used to estimate the execution cost of a given load plan. Their ap-
proach first identifies time windows for each dispatch in a given load plan. Using these time
windows, it creates loaded truck dispatches between terminals. Their set covering model
selects a subset of driver tours which takes 2009 U.S. Hours of Service Regulations into
account. The authors used column generation to solve the linear programming relaxation.
In one of the early works, [58] considered lunch breaks and night rests within VRP.
They handled these rest periods in a branch-and-price algorithm for a pickup and delivery
problem and heuristically solve large scale instances in a dynamic planning environment.
[59] modeled rest breaks as fictitious customers. [60] showed that the maximum work-
ing time constraints can be incorporated as a resource constraint within constraint shortest
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path algorithms. Similarly, [61] introduced a modified insertion heuristic to deal with the
maximum shift time limits.
To improve drivers’ working conditions and ensure road safety, many governments
worldwide impose hours of service regulations for long-haul freight transportation. These
regulations limit the driving and working times by enforcing compulsory breaks and rest
periods within and between driver shifts and noncompliance with the rules can result in
considerable fines. For instance, in the United States (US), the hours of service regulations
that put in motion in 2013 [62] states that i) a driver must not drive for more than 11 hours
without taking a rest period of at least 10 consecutive hours, ii) a driver must not drive after
14 hours have elapsed since the end of last rest period and iii) a driver must not drive if
8 hours have elapsed since the end of the last rest or break period of at least 30 minutes.
Previous regulations, which did not prohibit driving without taking a break of at least 30
minutes, allowed driving up to 11 hours without a break [63].
When planning for long-haul vehicle routes, ignoring local hours of service regulation
will likely to result in infeasible driver schedules. The first work that explicitly considered
hours of service regulations in vehicle routing literature was [64] who studied VRP with
multiple time windows in the presence of US hours of service regulations. The authors
presented a column generation algorithm that relies on a fast heuristic to solve the sub-
problem to schedule on and off duty periods. Several other studies have proposed solution
approaches to address the hours of service regulations in the United States ([65], [66],[67]),
European Union ([68],[69],[70]), Canada ([71]) and Australia ([72]).
A number of studies focused on evaluation of feasible driver schedules in the presence
of hours of service regulations. For instance, [65] presented a polynomial time approach
to determine feasibility of a driver schedule to execute a sequence of full truckload re-
quests considering US hours of service regulations of study’s time period. [66] showed this
problem can be solved in O(k2) where k is the number of locations in driver route.
In VRP literature, [73] considered the option of outsourcing tours as part of operational
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planning for transportation providers including package delivery companies. They formu-
lated the problem of vehicle routing and personnel planning as a nonlinear mixed-integer
programming model. Due to the size of the real-life instances, they developed a solution
approach based on tabu search algorithm.
4.3 Problem Definition
We consider the driver scheduling problem faced by parcel delivery companies to cover a
set of planned dispatches in (a specific region of) their line-haul network using the drivers
and the equipment at their disposal. Our study is motivated by the environment encountered
at SF Express, one of the largest parcel carriers in China. We investigate the problem with
the following model complexities:
1. Hours of service regulations: Governments typically impose many restrictions on
the working hours of drivers to ensure the safety of these drivers and the general
public. The restrictions are captured in the hours of service regulation. Regulations
differ from country to country, but the main characteristics are the same. We take
the following restrictions into account. When a driver has operated a vehicle for x
hours, then the driver has to rest for at least y (consecutive) hours. Similarly, when
a driver has been on-duty, i.e. operating a vehicle, waiting at a terminal while the
vehicle is being loaded/unloaded, or simply waiting for z hours, then the driver has
to rest again for at least y (consecutive) hours.
2. Hours of operations: Each terminal can, in principle, be operational 24 hours a day,
7 days a week. However, in practice there is typically a set of pre-defined operating
periods during which a terminal is active in the planning horizon. When vehicles
arrive at a terminal outside the operating periods then it has to wait until the next
operating period begins (which counts towards hours on-duty and may also trigger
company specific rules, e.g., a limit on waiting time at a terminal).
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3. Freight handling: Upon arriving to a terminal, each vehicle is unloaded, unless it is
an empty move. Before departing from a terminal, each vehicle is loaded, unless it
is an empty move.
4. Movement types: There are two types of movement: one-ways and cycles. A one-
way represents movement on a single lane, while a cycle is a round-trip with multiple
lanes that starts and ends at the same terminal (we only consider simple cycles).
A cycle with two lanes where one lane’s destination is the other lane’s origin is
called out-and-back. All cycles can be one-day or two days long. All two-day cycles
include a layover to respect the hours of service regulations.
5. Driver types: There are two types of drivers: company drivers and outsourced drivers
(contract drivers or contractors). A company driver can only be assigned to round-
trips that start and end at driver’s domicile while outsourced drivers can perform both
round-trips and one-way moves.
6. Vehicle types: Companies have their own fleet of vehicles with different capacities.
Based on the terms of their contract, contractors can operate certain vehicle types on
certain lanes in the line-haul network.
Given these modeling complexities, we make the following assumptions for driver
scheduling problem.
• There are sufficiently many drivers and sufficiently many vehicles of each type v ∈
V .
• Each driver can operate each vehicle type.
• Outsourcing is available for all or for subset of the lanes.
• Outsourced cycles can only contain (both empty or loaded) lanes where outsourcing
is available.
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• Contractors expect one-way moves or cycles to be longer than an agreed minimum
distance. We consider 50 km as the minimum distance.
• Both company and contract drivers are compensated per kilometer. The rate is dif-
ferent for each lane, driver type, vehicle type, and movement type. For instance,
the cost per km can be different for lanes in opposite directions (depending on the
driver’s domicile). The cost of a round-trip is based on the total distance (i.e., loaded
plus empty) and layover cost, if any.
• Each schedule starts with a loaded dispatch.
• The loading and unloading times are same for each vehicle type.
• It is possible to consider terminal specific operating periods. But for the sake of
simplicity, we assume the terminals operate 24/7.
• There is a limit on the time a vehicle can wait at a terminal.
• For each mandatory rest period on a driver’s schedule, there is a fixed layover cost.
• When a driver has operated a vehicle for 12 hours, then the driver has to rest for at
least 9 (consecutive) hours.
• When a driver has been on-duty, i.e. operating a vehicle, waiting at a terminal while
the vehicle is being loaded/unloaded, or simply waiting for 15 hours, then the driver
has to rest for at least 9 (consecutive) hours.
• In a two-day cycle, the layover can only occur at locations(terminals) that are suffi-
ciently far away (300 km) from the driver’s domicile, i.e. cycle origin.
4.4 Solution Approach
Let LN = (U,L) be the company’s line-haul network with the node set U representing the
set of terminals in the network and the arc set, L, is the set of lanes connecting terminals.
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Let LP represent a load plan which specifies the set of vehicle dispatches, Θ, between
terminals and origin-destination route for each commodity (in terms of vehicle dispatch
from each visited terminal) in LN over a predetermined (wrapped) planning horizon. A
(planned) vehicle dispatch ϑ ∈ Θ is then characterized by (oϑ, dtϑ, dϑ, atϑ, vϑ) where oϑ ∈
U is the origin terminal, dtϑ is the departure time at origin terminal, dϑ ∈ U is destination
terminal, atϑ is the arrival time at destination terminal, vϑ the vehicle type and Kϑ is set of
commodities carried on the dispatch ϑ.
We begin by constructing a set of time-feasible candidate cycles that covers the planned
dispatches in Θ. As an unrealistic yet feasible base scenario, we consider company drivers
perform one-way moves and return empty and thus cover all the planned dispatches.
4.4.1 Generating time-feasible n-cycle
We define a time-feasible n-cycle as a collection of n time-feasible dispatches, where the
origin terminal of the earliest dispatch is the same as the destination terminal of the latest
dispatch and it is possible to travel from the destination location of a dispatch to the original
location of the subsequent dispatch in the time between the arrival at the destination loca-
tion of the first dispatch and the departure from the original location of the second dispatch.
Depending on the experiment parameters, a time-feasible n-cycle may contain empty travel
from the destination location of a dispatch to the original location of the subsequent dis-
patch. The dispatches in a time-feasible cycle also have to comply with hours of service
regulations (e.g. limits on total driving and on duty times) and company operating rules
(e.g. layover restrictions).
We generate all the time-feasible n-cycles starting with a planned dispatch ϑ ∈ θ using
a modified depth-first search (DFS) algorithm. We run DFS on the time-extended network
graph introduced in Chapter 3 with predetermined time discretization and all of the planned
dispatches from a load plan generated in the same chapter. We track visited locations to
prevent creation of sub-cycles. We track total daily driving and on-duty time. In a two-day
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cycle, the layover can only occur at locations (terminals) that are sufficiently far away from
the driver’s domicile. We account for unloading and loading times of planned dispatches
and consider introducing empty dispatches, which can depart at any feasible time points
(i.e., not only at time points associated with a planned dispatch). Empty dispatches can only
occur for a predetermined amount of time after the unloading of a planned dispatch. Only a
single empty dispatch is allowed between two consecutive planned dispatches (which is not
restrictive if the triangular inequality holds). We allow only a single layover and a layover
can only occur after a minimum number of hours of driving and on-duty time (a company
policy).
4.4.2 Driver scheduling problem
Given a set of candidate time-feasible cycles, the transportation and operational costs for
company and contractor, and the contractor’s lane coverage, we solve an integer program-
ming model to identify time-feasible driver schedules for four scenarios, each representing
a different company resource planning strategy, listed in Table 4.2. The first scenario rep-
resents the most restrictive setting where the company only considers out-and-back cycles
for its own drivers. In the second scenario, the company considers longer cycles, but still
only for its own drivers. In the third scenario, the company considers outsourcing one-way
moves to contractors. Finally, in the fourth, most flexible scenario, the company considers
outsourcing one-way moves and cycles (in addition to using its own drivers).
Table 4.2: Resource planning strategies
Scenario Resource type Driver route type
Scenario 1 Company Out-and-back
Scenario 2 Company Cycle
Scenario 3 Company & Contractor One-way (contractor)
Cycle (company)
Scenario 4 Company & Contractor One-way (contractor)
Cycle (contractor)
Cycle (company)
Table 4.3 describes the notation used in the IP model. The cost savings of a (company
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or contractor) cycle c ∈ C is the difference between the sum of the (unrealistic) base costs
of the planned vehicle dispatches in the cycle and the sum of the (company or contractor)
costs of performing the loaded and empty dispatches in the cycle with the minimum needed
size vehicle. Similarly, the cost savings of a contractor one-way move for a planned vehicle
dispatch ϑ is the difference between the unrealistic base cost of ϑ and the contractor one-
way cost for performing it with the same vehicle type.
Table 4.3: Notation for driver scheduling problem
Sets
Cco Set of company cycles
Ccontr Set of contractor cycles
C Set of cycles (C = Cco ∪ Ccontr)
Θ Set of planned vehicle dispatches
Θcontr Set of planned vehicle dispatches contractor can execute as one-way (Θcontr ⊆ Θ)
Parameters
δϑc 1 if planned vehicle dispatch ϑ ∈ Θ is in cycle c ∈ C, 0 otherwise
nc Number of planned vehicle dispatches in cycle c ∈ C
γc Cost savings of company cycle c ∈ Cco
βc Cost savings of contractor cycle c ∈ Ccontr
αϑ Cost saving of contractor one-way move for dispatch ϑ ∈ Θcontr
Decision variables
xϑ 1 if planned vehicle dispatch ϑ ∈ Θcontr is outsourced as one-way move, 0 otherwise
yc 1 if company cycle c ∈ Cco is chosen, 0 otherwise
zc 1 if contractor cycle c ∈ Ccontr is chosen, 0 otherwise
uϑc 1 if planned vehicle dispatch ϑ ∈ Θ is covered by company cycle c ∈ Cco, 0 otherwise


















δϑcvϑc ≤ 1 ∀ϑ ∈ Θ (4.2)
∑
ϑ∈Θ
δϑcuϑc = ncyc ∀c ∈ Cco (4.3)
∑
ϑ∈Θ
δϑcvϑc = nczc ∀c ∈ Ccontr (4.4)
xϑ ∈ {0, 1} ∀ϑ ∈ Θcontr (4.5)
yc ∈ {0, 1} ∀c ∈ Cco (4.6)
zc ∈ {0, 1} ∀c ∈ Ccontr (4.7)
uϑc ∈ {0, 1} ∀ϑ ∈ Θ, ∀c ∈ Cco (4.8)
vϑc ∈ {0, 1} ∀ϑ ∈ Θ, ∀c ∈ Ccontr (4.9)
Constraints (4.2) state that each dispatch can either be covered by one of the available
options (i.e., a company cycle, contractor cycle or contractor one-way move) or remain un-
covered. In case a dispatch is uncovered, it will be executed as out-and-back move with an
empty return. Constraints (4.3) - (4.4) ensure that if a cycle (company or contractor) is cho-
sen, then all planned dispatches in it will be covered by the same cycle. Finally, constraints
(4.5) - (4.9) define the domain of the decision variables. The objective (depending on the
chosen scenario) is to choose a set of company cycles, and contractor one-way moves and
cycles if available, to maximize the cost savings over the (unrealistic) base scenario.
4.4.3 Out-and-backs
When a company only performs out-and-back cycles to execute dispatches, as is current
practice at SF Express, we can formulate and efficiently solve the driver scheduling prob-
lem as a bipartite matching problem for each out-and-back lane pair (two lanes where one
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lane’s destination is the other lane’s origin) separately.
For a given out-and-back lane pair, two disjoint node sets in a bipartite graph represent
the planned vehicle dispatches departing on opposite lanes and the edges between these
nodes represent the time-feasible out-and-backs that can be formed between nodes (planned
vehicle dispatches). The cost savings associated with each edge (matching) is calculated
same as cost savings of any cycle explained in Section 4.4.2
4.5 Data generation
We designed a procedure to generate company and contractor costs per kilometer on each
lane and for each vehicle type in South China,part of SF line-haul network. We considered
5 vehicles types at SF Express’ disposal and we assumed each vehicle type is available
on each lane for the line-haul operations. To represent a setting in which the cost per unit
volume per unit distance decreases monotonically as the vehicle capacity increases, we
assumed the average vehicle cost (per km) for company one-way moves listed in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Average vehicle cost - company one-way move
Vehicle type 1.5 3 5 7 14
Average cost per km ($) 6 6.2 6.7 7.4 7.8
4.5.1 Company one-way costs
Let µv represent the average one-way cost per km for vehicle type v ∈ V . For each lane
l ∈ L, we generate one-way company cost per km, cOWlv , from a normal distribution with
mean µv and the variance µv/8. We choose a small variance relative to the distribution
mean with the assumption that the company costs do not show high variability in company’s
line-haul network.
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4.5.2 Company out-and-back costs
Company drivers expect their trips to start and end at their home base. Therefore, we
consider the minimum viable trip for a company driver as single-loaded-leg out-and-back
which consists of one loaded and one empty leg between the company driver’s home base
and a target terminal. As the drivers get paid for both loaded and unloaded kilometers they
travel, the associated unrealistic total out-and-back cost per km for vehicle type v and lane
l, cONBlv , can be considered as
cONBlv = (c
OW




where ol = dl̂, dl = ol̂ and ul is the length of lane l.
4.5.3 Contractor one-way costs
Companies would consider outsourcing one-way moves to contractors if the outsourced
one-way move is cheaper than company single-loaded-leg out-and-back move. More specif-
ically the one-way contractor cost (per km) for vehicle v on lane l, oOWlv , should not be
more than the out-and-back company cost (per km) for vehicle v on lane l. Realistically,
the one-way contractor costs (per km) should also be higher than one-way company costs
(per kim). Otherwise, assuming companies manage the outsourcing risks (e.g. shortage of
drivers) in the contracts, they would choose to outsource all of their line-haul transporta-
tion. To represent this relationship between company and contractor costs with different
levels of negotiations, for each vehicle v ∈ V on each lane l ∈ L, we generate one-way
contractor costs (per km) from the uniform distributions whose boundaries are selected ac-
cording to settings listed in Table 4.5. In Setting 1, contractor offers both low and high
prices for different lanes in the line-haul network. In Setting 2, contractor offers low prices
that is close to company costs for one-way moves while in Setting 3, the contractor prices
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are high.
The variability we introduce in one-way contractor costs might depend on the length
of the contract and/or lane popularity. For instance, a contractor may offer lower price if
the length of the contract is long and higher prices if it is short or a contractor might offer
lower prices on unpopular lanes to attract potential shippers and high prices for lanes in
high demand.
Table 4.5: Contractor one-way costs
oOWlv ∼ U(a, b)
Setting a b
Setting 1 cOWlv c
ONB
lv










4.5.4 Contractor cycle costs
Once contractors receive dispatches from multiple shippers, they also build round-trips
to cover these dispatches that minimize the costs that are not covered by the outsourcing
contracts. However, it is not always possible to construct cycles by combining dispatches
from multiple shippers with low cost. The dispatches might be geographically dispersed
and/or their departure/arrival times might not synchronized to let contractors build feasible
driver schedules. For this reason, contractors may be inclined to offer discounts for cycled
dispatches. For contractor cycle costs (per km), we consider four discount levels, 5%, 10%,
15% and 25%, over the contractor one-way costs (per km).
4.6 Computational Study
We tested our solution approach with a load plan generated for SF Express that includes
10,329 vehicle planned dispatches in South China for three days planning period (using
the flow planning approach presented in Chapter 3) for five vehicle types in Table 4.4. We
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excluded any line-haul lanes which take more than 12 hours1 and any commodities2 that
are on these lanes because they would never be served due to our choice of hours of service
regulations (given in Section 4.3).
We choose a base model setting given in Table 4.6 for our experiments. All else being
equal, we change one or a group of model parameters from the base model setting to in-
vestigate the impact of several modeling complexities and algorithmic choices on solution
quality and speed for four scenarios presented in Table 4.2 and several negotiated price
settings for outsourcing option presented in 4.5.
Table 4.6: Base model setting - driver scheduling problem
Modeling choices
Operating hours at a terminal 7/24
Vehicle loading/unloading times 20 min / 20 min
Layover cost 50
Vehicle waiting time limit at a terminal 20 min
% of company lanes contractors operate 100%
# of empty dispatches between two consecutive planned dispatches 0
Minimum distance for layover 300 km
Minimum distance for outsourcing (one-ways and cycles) 50 km
Maximum cycle duration 48 h
Maximum number of layover in a cycle 1
Algorithmic choices
Max number of planned dispatches in a cycle 4 (Scenarios 2,3,4), 2 (Scenario 1)
Minimum driving time before rest period 10
Minimum on-duty time before rest period 13
Time discretization (for empty dispatch creation) 60 min
Contractor price discount choice
Setting 1
Cycle discount 10 %
Solver (Gurobi) settings
Time limit 10 h
Relative MIP Optimality Gap 1e-4 (default value)
We used the computational cluster maintained by the School of Industrial and Systems
Engineering at Georgia Institute of Technology to conduct our computational experiments.
DFS for generating time-feasible n-cycles and optimization models were implemented in
Python 2.7. The optimization models were solved by Gurobi 9.0. The computers used in
the study had Xeon E5645 processors and 96 GB of RAM.
1Out of 3,422 lanes, there are 273 lanes whose travel time is more than 12 hours.
2Out of 60,073 commodities, there are 796 commodities whose direct paths take more than 12 hours.
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Tables 4.7 - 4.13 show the experiment results on modeling choices and algorithmic
ideas for four scenarios. With the time limit of 10 hours, the majority of the experiments
finished with tiny gaps (less than 1%), while a few instance resulted with sizeable gaps
(31% in the worst case).
In Scenario 1, when we only consider company out-and-backs, the cost saving is 6.53%
and there are 1,261 dispatch pairs matched in an out-and-back cycle using the base model
setting (Exp# 1) (Table 4.7). The cost saving goes up to 11.83% if we increase the waiting
time limit at terminals from 20 minutes to an hour (Exp# 7). On the other hand, when
company considers cycles up to 4 legs (Exp# 8) as in Scenario 2, the cost saving is 12.28%.
Among all scenarios using the base model setting (Exp# 1/8/30/54), we observe the
largest cost savings (29.93%) in Scenarios 3 and 4. For each scenario, the experiments
show that increase in loading and unloading times to 40 minutes at terminals decreases
cost savings slightly compared to the base model setting (Exp# 2/9/31/55). Increasing the
layover cost from $50 to $100 does not change the solution in terms of number of chosen
cycles and/or one-ways. We observe that out of 9,829 cycles generated with up to 4 planned
dispatches (without empty moves) (as shown in Figure 4.1), only 13 cycles make a layover.
Out of 13, 8 cycles are chosen in each of the scenario with different layover costs.
Finally, as expected, we observe that the cost savings increase as the limit on maximum
waiting time at a terminal increases from 20 minutes to 60 minutes as more time-feasible
cycles are considered in the optimization model.
For Scenarios 2, 3 and 4, increasing the maximum number of planned dispatches in a
cycle from 4 to 10 improves the cost saving while increasing the computational burden.
Meanwhile, the number of chosen cycles for company (and contractor) decreases, which
implies that the model chooses cycles with number of planned dispatches greater than 4.
Table 4.17 summarizes the number of company and contractor cycles when the maximum
number of planned dispatches is set to 10 and no empty moves are considered. We see
that the model chooses cycles with up to 9 planned dispatches. No cycle with 10 planned
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Figure 4.1: Cycle generation - no empty dispatches
dispatches are chosen in any of the three scenarios.
In Tables 4.9 - 4.13, decreasing minimum driving time before rest period from 10 hours
to 8 hours (Exp# 24/48/72) slightly increases the cost savings, while decreasing minimum
on-duty time from 13 hours to 12 hours (Exp# 27/51/75) does not change the cost savings.
In Tables 4.11 - 4.13, for Scenarios 3 and 4 respectively, decreasing the contractor
line-haul coverage from 100% to 75% decreases the cost savings from 29.93% to 25.66%
(Exp# 37/61). The results suggest that any limitation on contractor operations in the line-
haul network would result in lost opportunity for the company.
In Table 4.14, we look at three settings we consider in Section 4.5 to generate contractor
costs (per km) for one-way moves. For each setting, we investigate four levels of price
discount (per km) on contractor cycles. With 10% price discount for contractor cycles,
we observe few number of contractor cycles chosen in different experiments/scenarios.
Considering that outsourcing cycles is not the main business model for contractors, seeing
few contractor cycles is not surprising. When we consider a price negotiation which gives
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higher price discounts on the contractor cycles, we naturally see increase in the chosen
contractor cycles, as reported in Table 4.14. The increase is sharper in Setting 2 compared
to Setting 1, while in Setting 3, even the price discount 25% is not sufficient to make
contractor cycles appealing. In Settings 1 and 2, we observe that increasing cycle discount
from 5% to 25% slightly increases the cost savings.
In Table 4.15, we look into the impact of introducing empty moves between planned
dispatches in a cycle under Scenario 4. The maximum number of planned dispatches in a
cycle is 4. To keep computational study tractable, we only allow exploration of one empty
dispatch within a predetermined waiting time after a planned dispatch arrival’s unloading.
When empty moves are introduced to cycles, cost savings improve between 1% to 5% for
three waiting time limits. Table 4.16 show the details of chosen company and contractor
cycles. We see that the model chooses long cycles for company drivers while the size and
number of chosen contractor cycles remain small when we introduce empty moves between
consecutive planned dispatches.
Finally, Table 4.18 shows the percentage of chosen company and contractor cycles with
layover in Scenario 4 with the maximum number of planned dispatches in a cycle ranging
from 2 to 10. We see that among the few (less than 10) chosen contractor cycles in each
of these experiments, none of the contractor cycles have layovers. On the other hand, the
percentage of chosen company cycles with layover increases from 0.16% to 3.17% as the







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.18: Chosen cycles with layover - scenario 4 - without empty dispatches
Exp # # cycle legs % layovers
Co Contr
63 2 0.16% 0.00%
64 3 0.27% 0.00%
65 4 0.54% 0.00%
66 5 1.51% 0.00%
67 6 2.25% 0.00%
68 7 2.78% 0.00%
69 8 3.02% 0.00%
70 9 3.17% 0.00%
71 10 3.17% 0.00%
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have focused on driver scheduling and we have analyzed the value
of outsourcing transportation for different negotiated prices with contractors through an
extensive computational study.
Our approach generates a set of time-feasible candidate cycles of chosen length using
a depth-first search algorithm, which considers a representative set of hours of service
regulations (e.g. maximum driving time), terminal operations (e.g. loading and unloading)
and company policies (e.g. maximum number of layovers in a cycle). We solve an integer
programming model that identifies a subset of company cycles (and contractor cycles and
one-way moves if the outsourcing option is available) that maximizes the cost savings over
the (unrealistic) scenario in which company drivers perform one-way moves and return
empty. When a company only performs out-and-back cycles, as is current practice at SF
Express, we efficiently choose the set of cycles by solving a bipartite matching problem for
each out-and-back lane pair separately.
A natural next investigation is to try and integrate flow planning (Chapter 3) and driver
scheduling (Chapter 4). Such a holistic approach likely reduces total costs, but also signif-





PROACTIVE ROUTE GUIDANCE TO AVOID CONGESTION
Figure A.1: Congestion for different values of τ
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Figure A.2: Selected paths for a single OD pair for different values of τ
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